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Abstract 

In Book Thirteen of Homer's Odyssey, the adjective oyvoxxcov is at line 188 rendered by 
most translators as "unrecognizable." I argue that Odysseus' failure — as a consequence of 
the intervention of the goddess Athena — to recognize Ithaca requires that this adjective 
CCYVOXJTOV be understood in both an active sense and in a passive sense, as meaning at once 
both "unrecognizing" and "unrecognizable." 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

At the beginning of the Metaphysics, Aristotle writes: "all men by nature desire to know."1 

It belongs to the nature of the individual to desire, to literally reach toward,2 knowing. 

Aristotle finds this desire demonstrated in the delight we take in the senses, particularly 

sight, because it is seeing that makes us know "and brings to light many differences 

between things."3 

In Homer's Odyssey, after twenty years of wandering Odysseus arrives on Ithaca 

asleep, and when he wakes up he does not recognize it. Athena has poured a mist around 

him and all things appear strange to him: 

. . . 6 5' eypeto Svoc, 'OSuooeuc, 
eu5cov EV vain narpwin, ot»5e uiv eyvto, 
fj5n 5riv drcetov: rep! yap Qebq f\£pa xeOe 
naAA&c, 'AGnvain, vcoupn Aioc;, ocppa uiv autov 
dyvtooTov reu^siev SKaord xe uuGrjoavro, 
uii uiv Ttpiv aAoxoc, yvoin doroi xe cpfAoi xe, 
rrplv rcaoav uvnorfjpac, tmepPaainv cbroficai. 
TOUVEK' dp' dAAoeiSea cpaivecKETO itdvxa CCVOKTI, 
dtpaTTVTOi xe StnveKeec, Aiusvec; xe rcdvopuoi 
nerpai x rjAiParoi Kal 5ev5pea tnAeGocovTa. 
atfj 5' dp' dvaT âc, K<X( p' EiaiSe natpiSa yaiav: 
wuw^ev x dp erceiTa Kai to Tt£7tAiiY£TO unptb 
Xepal KaTaitpnvsaq', oAocpupouevoc, 5' ETCOC, nu5a: 

Ttdvtec, avGptOTtoi TOU eiSsvai opeyovTai cpuoEi. cnueTov 5' r\ Ttov aic6n.c£tov 
dydTtnaic;: Kai yap x^plc; tfjc, xpeiaq dyancovrai 5i' aurdq, Kal udAiora TWV aAAtov 
r\ 5id tcov ouudtcov. ov yap uovov v'vcx npaTtcouev dAAd Kal unGev [25] ueAAovtec. 
Tipdrreiv TO opfiv alpouueGa dvri itdvrtov toe, eiueiv Ttov dAAtov. amov 5' on 
udAicrca 7toisi yvcopî eiv r|uSc; autn Ttov aiaGnaetov Kal TtoAAdc, SnAoT Siacpopdt;. 
cpuosi usv ouv aioGncnv exovta yiyveTai td (toa, SK 5e tautnc, TOIC; USV aOTtov OUK 
eyyiyvsTav uvtiun, TOIC; 5' eYyiyvsTai. 
Aristotle. Aristotle's Metaphysics. Trans W.D. Ross. (New York: Random House, 1941). 980al. 
2 Cf. the Liddell and Scott entry for opeyto: reach, stretch, stretch out; to reach after, grasp 
at, yearn for. 
3 Aristotle, Ibid. 
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"a> uoi eyco, rewv aure pporwv ec, Ya^av
 IKOVW; (13.187-200)4 

Unable to see his native shores as he knows them, Odysseus is made actively ayvojarov, 

unrecognizing. This cognitive compromise leads him to bewail his loss, curse the 

Phaeacians, and groan for home as he has so many times before. 

It is not until Athena disperses the mist that Odysseus recognizes Ithaca. As the 

goddess speaks, the light of the sun returns and Odysseus sees again the land he knows. It 

is in this seeing again that we may discern the activity of distinguishing that Aristotle says 

is particular to sight. When Athena scatters the mist, Odysseus is no longer unrecognizing; 

he sees the landscape and discerns within himself the likeness between his knowing of 

Ithaca and the land around him; the many things that appeared strange to him are the very 

cliffs, trees, and mountain of his homeland. This recognition of Ithaca is not, however, 

simply a return to the same. When Athena reveals Ithaca, Odysseus knows it as distinct 

from Ithaca's appearance through the mist. In this way, the shared likeness between 

Odysseus and Ithaca is re-established by a relationship to difference. In the absence of mist 

Odysseus sees his homeland and knows the strange appearances to be both the same as and 

different from Ithaca. It is this knowing of likeness and difference, this holding together of 

same and other, that Athena gives Odysseus when she hides Ithaca from him. She gives 

him the cognitive activity that sight initiates and, as Aristotle says, gives delight: "Glad 

then was the much-enduring, noble Odysseus, rejoicing in his own land .. ."5 

4 Homer, Odyssey. Ed. with Introduction and Commentary by W.B Stanford. (London: 
Bristol Classical Press, 1996). All subsequent references to the original text of the Odyssey 
are to the W.B Stanford edition. 
5 Homer, Odyssey. Trans. A.T Murray, Ed. Jeffery Henderson, Revised by George E. Dimock 
(Cambridge MA/London: Harvard University Press, 1995). 13.353-54. 
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Odysseus regains himself and his native land through the mediation of Athena. 

Thus when the mist is scattered more than the land of Ithaca is revealed. For Athena to 

reveal Ithaca is to reveal herself: when Odysseus sees that he has been standing all along 

on Ithaca's shores, he knows Athena has been present too. The one who has scattered the 

mist is the one who poured it. That is to say, Odysseus beholds the woman skilled in 

glorious handiwork and knows her to be the mist that made him ayvoocrcov. He now 

understands his moment of confusion to be necessary for the revelation of the goddess. It 

is Athena who made him unrecognizing and it is she who now makes him recognizing. 

Seeing Athena, Odysseus makes many distinctions: the goddess is at once the same as and 

different from the mist that surrounded him; she is the young shepherd boy, she is the 

light in the hall, and the dreadful aegis bearer. Thus, when she invites him to come close to 

her, "But come I will make you unknown to all mortals,"6 Odysseus draws near to the 

goddess and his desire to know reaches out to the unrecognizable. 

6 dAA' aye c,' ayvwarov reu^co nctvceacn PpotoTai. Murray, 13.397. 
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Chapter Two 

6 5' eypeto 5ioc, 'OSuaaeuc, 
euSwv ev yociri naxpoSir\, ou5e uiv eyvu), 
rj5n 5r]v dixecov (13.187-89) 

After twenty years of wandering, Odysseus is asleep when he arrives on Ithaca and when 

he awakens he does not recognize it: "But god-like Odysseus awoke out of his sleep in his 

native land, and did not recognize it . . ."7 In a moment of unanticipated disorientation, 

Odysseus wakes up and does not recognize Ithaca "having been away so long." Although 

the duration of twenty years is long, and the safe harbor where the Phaeacians have left 

him may look different than it once did, nonetheless it is difficult to accept that Odysseus' 

failure to recognize his homeland is on account of his being away so long. Perhaps the 

poet, too, felt the insufficiency of such an explanation and thus described the context into 

which Odysseus awakens: 

Ttepl yap Qeoc, n,epa X̂ ue 
IlaAAac, A0nvoc{n, Koupn. Avoc,, dcppa uvv avxbv 
ayvwatov xev^eiev eKocacd xe uuGrjoaito, 
urj uiv Ttplv aAoxoc, yvoin datoi xe cpiAoi xe, 
Ttpiv iracav uvncrcfjpac, uTtep(3aa{nv dnotTaai. (13.189-93) 

Most translators produce a translation similar to the following: 

For about him the goddess had poured a mist, Pallas Athene, daughter of 
Zeus, so that she might make him unrecognizable, and tell him all things, so 
that his wife might not recognize him, nor his townsfolk, nor his friends, 
until the suitors had paid the full price for all their transgressions.8 

7 Murray, 13.187-89. 
8 Ibid. 189-93. 
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While such a translation is by no means crude or invalid, I would suggest that it effects a 

rather abrupt textual disconnect for the reader of the Odyssey in English; there is a degree 

of skepticism that Odysseus' failure to recognize Ithaca is a consequence of "having been 

away so long" and we expect the lines introduced by "for" will provide a more valid 

justification. However, what we learn is quite the opposite of what we expect. The cause 

of Odysseus' not recognizing Ithaca is not the mist Athena has poured around him; the 

purpose of the mist is reserved to make Odysseus unrecognizable - and this is a subject not 

breached until much later.9 It appears, therefore, that for the sake of conveying Athena's 

eventual purpose (to make Odysseus unrecognizable until the suitors are defeated), the 

translator must overlook the immediate effect of Athena's mist pouring (that Odysseus 

does not recognize Ithaca). This kind of interpretation subsequently compels the reader to 

conclude that the divine agency of the goddess is not responsible for the action of the 

previous sentence, "but he did not recognize," because, according to such a translation, at 

the moment of Odysseus' awakening Athena has not yet appeared to him, told him her 

plan, and transformed his appearance. 

A legitimate concern thus arises: if the purpose of the mist is not achieved when 

Odysseus opens his eyes and does not recognize his native land, why, then, does he not 

recognize his native land? How is the daughter of Zeus manifest at the moment of 

Odysseus awakening? That is, the modification of Odysseus by the adjective 

"unrecognizable" (CCYVOOOTOV) snatches from the reader the inclination to attribute 

Odysseus' failure to recognize Ithaca to the mist Athena has shed around him. It is as 

though the reader must surrender the understanding that Odysseus has been already 

9 It is not until line 392 that Athena introduces her plan to make Odysseus unrecognizable. 
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affected by the goddess and accept that after twenty years the "god-like" ruler of Ithaca 

has returned to his native land at the will of Athena only to be the victim of his own 

participial modification (rfSn 5f|V dneoav). For the modern English reader, therefore, torn 

on the one hand by the authority of the translator, and on the other by a desire to justify 

"but he did not recognize it" with more than a long absence from home, the cause of 

Odysseus' failure to know his homeland remains in question. 

There is a general consensus among commentators that f]5n Srjv dnewv is not the 

direct cause of Odysseus' failure to recognize his native land: "since it is not apparent why 

his long absence should have prevented Odysseus from recognizing his own land."10 

Stanford chooses to take the phrase "as an addition for the sake of Pathos with eu'Swv, etc.11 

but I agree with Hoekstra; to do so would reduce ou5s uiv eyvco, "the most important 

element of the sentence." to a "casual, parenthetical remark."12 The position of neither 

commentator on the expression rj5n 5r)v dnewv is, however, argued successfully: ou8e uiv 

E'YVW cannot stand alone, nor can it be taken in conjunction with rj5n Srjv &TTEO)V and "one 

may wonder why the phrase is there at all."13 The burden of explaining Odysseus' action in 

line 189 thus falls to Athena whose action is introduced by yap in line 188. Now, one would 

assume that the poet intended such a responsibility for the goddess; however, as we 

10 Alfred Heubeck and Arie Hoekstra, A Commentary on Homer's Odysseus Vol. II, Books IX-
XVI. Book XIII. Hoekstra. (Oxford: Claredon Press, 1989) ad he. 
11 W.B Stanford, ad be. 
12 Contrary to Stanford's claim, Hoekstra does not take fj8n Srjv dnecov as the cause of 
Odysseus' failure to recognize Ithaca: " . . . since it is not apparent why his long absence 
should have prevented Odysseus from recognizing his own land, its meaning cannot be 
causal. But one may wonder why the phrase is there at all (for the sake of pathos? thus 
Stanford: but it will not do to take the expression as an addition to evScov, since this would 
reduce ovSeyav eyvw, the most important element of the sentence, to a casual, 
parenthetical remark)." Hoeskstra, ad he. 
13 Ibid. 
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demonstrated in the English translation, it is here that commentators arrive at the 

problem. According to the passive significance of aYVcoatoc,, "nepl yap Qeoc, r|£pa X̂ Ce ..." 

does not explicate why Odysseus does not recognize his native land because it refers to 

Athena's unrecognizable transformation of him at line 397. To any attentive reader, the 

postponed purpose of Athena's mist-pouring also lacks the logic we are looking for: if the 

goddess needs the mist to aid in her transformation of Odysseus' appearance in lines 398, 

why is the mist dispelled at line 352? Benjamin Haller observes the same conflict: "If the 

mist is already gone when Athena disguises Odysseus, how can concealing this 

transformation be its purpose?"14 

In an attempt to resolve the tension between Odysseus' failure to recognize Ithaca 

and Athena's intended modification of his appearance, many scholars, including Irene de 

Jong, turn to Stanford's rather forceful extraction of Athena's "actorial motivation" from 

her "embedded focalization" in 190-93.15 Identifying the significance of the conjunction 

ocppa in relation to the action of Athena in xeOe, Stanford observes that, in Homer, ocppa 

fluctuates between temporal and final uses and he determines that, in this context, the 

conjunction functions as an intermediate between the two: i.e. for about him the goddess 

had shed a mist until/so that she might make him unrecognizable.16 According to Stanford, 

Athena has poured the mist "in order to give herself time to make him unrecognizable and 

14 Benjamin Haller, "Landscape Description in Homer's Odyssey." 2007. pp. 224-25. 
15 "Athena's embedded focalization (shifter: ocppa+optative) informs narratees about what 
is to come: 190-1 announce her counseling Odysseus (from 372 onward), and making him 
'unrecognizable' (in 396-403). 192-3 announce the second half of the poem Odysseus' 
incognito revenge on the Suitors." Irene J.F. de Jong, A Narratological Commentary on the 
Odyssey (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001) ad he. 
16 W.B Stanford, ad loc. 
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tell him the circumstances."17 In other words, the mist is a kind of temporary prerequisite 

for the final purpose of goddess' plan. Odysseus must not recognize Ithaca so that Athena 

may make him unrecognizable so that he can defeat the suitors. Athena pours the mist 

because it prevents Odysseus from otherwise returning immediately to the palace and 

revealing himself; it gives her the time she needs to appear to Odysseus, make him 

unrecognizable, and set her plan into action. fj5n 5r)v areoov is not, therefore, the cause of 

Odysseus' failure to know his homeland; rather the cause is Athena herself who, by 

surrounding him in mist, makes time for her intervention. 

For the student of ancient Greek reading the Odyssey and the commentaries that 

supplement it, this insight is only of limited helpfulness. While it makes sense that Athena 

prevents Odysseus from recognizing Ithaca so that she can appear to him and tell him her 

plan before he returns home "with small chance of survival,"18does it make sense that 

Odysseus does not recognize his native land because Athena needs time to make him 

unrecognizable? Poseidon has had his turn, Odysseus' successful return home is Athena's 

desire, and it has been ordained by the nod of Zeus.19 Why then would the purpose of the 

goddess not be manifest at the very moment the hero awakens in Ithaca? If Athena's wish 

17 Ibid. 
18 Ibid, In. 189. 
19 Cf. Ins. 1.44-101 and also Poseidon's response to Zeus after the Phaeacians set Odysseus 
safely on the shores of Ithaca: "Father Zeus, no longer shall I, even I, be held in honor 
among the immortal gods, seeing that mortals honor me not in the least - the Phaeacians, 
who, as you well know, are of my own lineage. For I just now declared that Odysseus 
should suffer many woes before he reached his home, though I did not wholly rob him of 
his return when once you had promised and confirmed it with your nod (KOU yap vuv 
'OSucfj' ecpdunv KOCK& itoAAd Tta96vTa/oi'Ka5' sXsvaeoQav. VOGTOV 5e oi ov not' 
annupoov/raxYX"* £rc£i o u itpcotov urteaxeo KOU Kotteveucacj (13.125-34). Murray. 
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to make Odysseus unrecognizable is not carried out for another 206 lines, what is she doing 

in the meantime? In what way is Odysseus immediately defined by her, that is, how is his 

first experience of Ithaca characterized by divine agency without delay? 

I am interested in examining the nature of the time in which Odysseus wakes up 

surrounded by mist and does not recognize Ithaca. From Stanford's perspective, Athena's 

mist-pouring seems to amount to little more than the goddess giving herself a kind of time 

out, an intermission during which she has enough time to prepare herself, as if she must 

change costume before her next appearance. Rendered as "so that she might make him 

unrecognizable," ocppa uiv autov CCYVWOTOV explicates the outcome Athena will eventually 

achieve, but it overlooks the effect she immediately achieves with her mist pouring: god

like Odysseus does not recognize his native land. Such a translation of rcepl yap ©eoc, r|epa 

Xeue, etc., confines Athena to making Odysseus unrecognizable and thus abstracts her from 

the action of Odysseus in ou5e uvv eyvo). Without the divine intervention of the goddess, 

Odysseus' failure to know Ithaca is in fact incredible - as if for the hero to wake up and not 

recognize his native land were somehow normal. 

Upon hearing the same passage, it is doubtful the Ancient Greek audience would 

have experienced the same conflict that frustrates modern readers, whether reading the 

text in English or the ancient Greek. Homer's primary audience would be alive to all senses 

of the words heard, and would let as many senses have play as seemed appropriate in any 

given context. According to L5J sv, ayvwoToc, is not restricted to a purely passive 

significance, not to be known, but carries an active meaning: unknowing.201 am not the first to 

20 LSJ cites Pindar 0. 6.113 for the active sense of ayvwoToc; but it is easy to imagine this 
sense was available early than Pindar. Cf. Pierre Chantraine's entry for YvyvcoaKCo: 
"L'adjectif verbal ancien est, commue on l'attend, yvooToc, (Horn., S) plus souvent ecrit avec 
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propose a reading of this active sense of the adjective in line 191. Edward Loewe's 

commentary from 1828 cites Anne Dacier's well-regarded French translation and 

commentary of the Odyssey from 1716: 

Minerve n' enveloppe point Ulysse d' un nuage, pour le rendre inconnu, 
mais pour lui rendre sa terre meconnoissable, pour 1' empecher lui de la 
reconnoitre. - "Ayvooavoc - ne signifie pas seulement, qui n'est point connu, 
mais aussi, qui ne connoit point.21 

While I do not align myself exclusively with Dacier, upon consideration of lines 187-93,1 

suggest the context of the passage clearly signifies an ambiguity between the passive and 

active sense of the adjective. While, on the one hand, Odysseus' transformation at lines 

429- 3822 requires ayvwatov as unrecognizable be assumed, on the other, Odysseus' failure 

to know his native land presupposes a deprivation in his knowing; that is, a state of 

unrecognizing. If we follow Dacier's reading, the active significance of ayvooaToc, supplies 

Odysseus with the negative faculty that causes this failure. "So that she might make him 

unknowing, confirms the intrinsic correlation between Odysseus' not-knowing of Ithaca 

and the effective will of the goddess" expressed in nepl yap Qeoc, rjepa xeOe. Thus, to admit 

the active meaning of the adjective is to grant Athena the active modification of Odysseus; 

un sigma non etymologique yvootoc,... de meme en composition ayvGooroc, «inconnu» (S. 
et Ar.) mais aussi ayvcoCToc,, atteste des l'Odyssee; de agnostos sont tires dyvoea) 
«ignorance» Un vocalisme bref apparait dans le verbe compose privatif agnoew «ne 
pas reconnaitre» . . . " Pierre, Chantraine, Dictionnaire Etymologique de la Langue Grecque: 
Histoire des Mots. (Paris: Editions Klinckseick) 1968, p. 224-25. 
21 Based on Clark's opinion that ayvwaxov, rendered as "ignorant," cannot be reconciled 
with line 192, urj uiv rcpvv aAoxoc, yvoin dotoi re cpv'Aoi te, and that line 194, TOUVEK' ap' 
aXkoeiMa cpoavecKETO navm CCVCCKTI, must not be taken as an explication of lines 190-91, 
ocppa uiv autov ccyvaxxtov, Loewe ultimately finds Dacier's interpretation to be mistaken: 
"Quam interpretationem minime convenire cum v.192., recte monuitjam Clarkius ad h.l. Adde quod 
ilia Dacieriae opinio inde solum nata est, quod ayvcoavoc, si per ignotus explicetur, repugnare male 
crederetpraecedentihus. - v. 194." Edwardus Loewe, Homeri Odyssea Graece (Lipsiae: Apud C.G 
Kayser, 1828). Liber XIII. v.186-196. 
22 aXK aye c,' ayvwatov xev^o) ndvcecxn Ppototai, etc. 
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to hear ayvojatov as unrecognizing is to see Odysseus' not-recognition of Ithaca as the 

enactment of Athena's will. For the Homeric audience, the privative act of knowing which 

occurs in ou5e uiv eyvoo and a-yvcooTov is not merely a fortuitous coincidence of lexical 

semantics, but the deliberate effect of the mist shed by the goddess. For an audience 

uninhibited by a word's single definition, but captured by its resonating significance, the 

ancient listener would have understood both senses at once. 

It is my intention neither to dispute the "unrecognizable" meaning of ayvworov, 

nor to replace it with an active Significance. Instead I want to propose a reading of the text 

that allows both meanings to be at once signified. To be clear, I do not think one meaning 

of the adjective may be understood to the exclusion of the other. As we have shown, it is a 

consequence of isolating the adjective to one meaning that has compromised our 

understanding of Athena's reason for pouring the mist. While there have been many 

attempts to convey in translation the two-sided effects of the mist, there is a further 

ambiguity we have not yet raised: is the mist poured around Odysseus or around Ithaca? 

On the one hand, it initially seems to be around Ithaca, because Odysseus does not 

recognize it; on the other hand, if we read nepl yap QBO<;, etc, as "to make the man himself 

unrecognizable," the mist surrounds Odysseus.23 And, as we have discussed, for Odysseus 

himself to be made unrecognizable is an idea "which suffers from ah internal lack of 

logic."241 think our frustration with the passage is that we want to see the mist as making 

something unrecognizable; clearly Athena does make something unrecognizable, but we 

simply cannot assert that the passive significance of ayvoootov belongs to Odysseus at the 

23 R.D. Dawe, The Odyssey, Translation and Analysis (Sussex: The Book Guild Ltd, 1993) In. 190. 
24 Dawe articulates this lack of logic as follows: ".. . so that she could tell him everything in 
case his wife . . . recognised him before he could punish the suitors': a rushed anticipation 
of the transformation into a beggar, a theme not broached until 397." Ibid. 
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moment of his awakening. In an attempt to resolve this discrepancy, Aristophanes of 

Byzantium, who clearly felt a need for Athena's deed to be the immediate cause of 

Odysseus' not recognizing his home, made perhaps the most drastic alteration by changing 

the accusative autdv to the dative auxco.25 This substitution makes Ithaca the referent of 

uiv, i.e: Ttepl yap Geoc, rjepa xeOe . •. ocppa uiv auto) ayvcooTOV teu^eiev, thus positing that it 

is the island that is surrounded in mist: "For about him the goddess had poured a mist so 

that she might make it unrecognizable to him."26 Therefore, while Aristophanes solves the 

problem of Odysseus' not recognizing his native land, he leaves us with another: we must 

still account for Odysseus' unrecognizable transformation at lines 429-38. Yet if we return 

to the question of over what the mist is poured, we can hear the double significance 

resonating - without thinking ahead to Athena's disguising of the man. When Athena 

pours the mist in order to make Odysseus ayvwaTov, she engages both the passive and 

active implications of the adjective: she simultaneously makes Ithaca unrecognizable and 

Odysseus unrecognizing. It makes no difference, therefore, around what the mist is poured 

- Odysseus or Ithaca, and in fact, the text does not indicate one or the other as an object of 

Tiepl yap Oeoc, f\£pa xeOe. Odysseus does not recognize his native land because Ithaca has 

been made unrecognizable; and if Athena wills the ayvwaxov modification of Odysseus, she 

must reciprocally will the ayvwatov modification of Ithaca. 

By pouring a mist, Athena effectively makes Ithaca unrecognizable and Odysseus 

unrecognizing, thus preventing him from going home and revealing himself to his wife, his 

townsfolk, and his friends. It is this state of unrecognizing that then allows Athena to 

come to Odysseus and make him unrecognizable "so that his wife might not know him, nor 

25 Ibid. 
26 Emphasis mine. 
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his townsfolk, nor his friends, until the suitors had paid the full price for all their 

transgressions."27 We may now reconsider Stanford's suggestion that Athena pours the 

mist to give herself time to appear to Odysseus and make him unrecognizable. To the 

Homeric audience hearing the two-fold meaning of the adjective, that Odysseus is not 

immediately made unrecognizable when he awakens on Ithaca is not indicative of the 

goddess' unaccomplished plan, because Athena is already active in the unrecognizing of 

Odysseus. In other words, if the goddess has caused Odysseus not to recognize Ithaca, she 

will make others not to recognize Odysseus. OU5E uiv E'YVW i s not> therefore, merely a 

consequence of the duration of Odysseus' wanderings, nor is it simply the precursor to 

Athena's eventual transformation of him; it instead confirms that Athena has caused 

Odysseus to fulfill her necessary time requirements - so to speak - and that she will make 

him unrecognizable. Thus, when Odysseus opens his eyes and fails to know his native land, 

he achieves a divinely authorized activity: he enacts Athena's purpose to make him 

ayvworov in the full sense of the word. 

The assertion of Athena's will is manifest not only around Odysseus in the form of a 

misty haze (-rtepl yap Qedc, f\epa xeOe) but in the modification of Odysseus himself (autov 

CCYVCOOTOV). It is Athena who stands before and on the other side of Odysseus' recognition 

of Ithaca (ou5s uiv eyvo)) because it is she who has taken the shape of the privative alpha 

that deprives him of his knowing and made him not to recognize. By pouring a mist around 

him, the goddess does not delay her appearance but initiates it by inserting herself into 

Odysseus' ability to recognize. It is in this way that the agency of Athena is revealed to the 

reader when Odysseus awakens in his native land and he does not recognize it. However, 

13.192-93, Murray. 
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this revelation is not recognizable to Odysseus in the same way. Surrounded in mist, the 

goddess is present to Odysseus only in a negative form; to him she reveals herself only in 

the negative act of his knowing. She makes Odysseus ayvcocTov because she occupies the 

space where the mist is. In the disabling of his knowing, Athena confirms her presence to 

the effect that the hero believes he is not home, but still wandering, fj5r| 5r)v drawv. 
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Chapter Three 

As readers, the frustration we experience in our attempt to reconcile Odysseus' return to 

Ithaca with his failure to recognize it is a consequence of learning the effect of Athena's 

mist-pouring before we know about the mist itself.28 It is not until we discover nepl yap 

0e6c, qepa xeCe that we grasp the chronological inevitability of ou5e uw eyvco, instinctively 

presupposing that the mist has caused Odysseus not to recognize his native land by 

affecting how the island appears to him. There is a natural inclination to assume the 

effects of Athena's mist-pouring are not isolated to Odysseus: if Odysseus does not 

recognize Ithaca, Ithaca must in some way be unrecognizable to him. Implicit in the very 

logic of our thinking is, therefore, the confirmation that the significance of ayvcootov 

necessarily requires the modification of two sides: so that the goddess might make 

Odysseus ayvcocrrov Ithaca must also be made ayvoocTov. However, in this double 

ayvwcnrov-making a change not characteristic of either Odysseus or Ithaca has occurred. It 

does not belong to the nature of Odysseus to be unrecognizing of his native land (despite 

his long absence) and it does not belong to the nature of Ithaca to be unrecognizable to 

Odysseus. Ithaca is not unknown to its ruler; it is his fatherland. Odysseus has been 

longing for home for two decades: "... such desire is in him/ merely to see the 

hearthsmoke leaping upward/from his own island, that he longs to die."29 Straining from 

Calypso's island "to catch sight of the very smoke uprising/ from his own country"30 

28 ou5e uw eyvo) is prior to nepl ydp 0e6q rjepa xeOe 
29 Homer, The Odyssey. Trans. Robert Fitzgerald (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 
1998)1.78-80. 
30 Homer, The Odyssey of Homer. Trans. Richmond Lattimore, (New York: Harper Perennial, 
1999) 1.57-59. In order to show the difficulty of determining the effects of Athena's mist 
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Odysseus drenches his clothes in tears, longing only for the sweetness of Ithaca.31 But in 

addition to his unrelenting desire to see his homeland, the Phaeacians have left Odysseus 

in a place he knows well, the harbor of Phorcys that is near to the sacred cave where he 

made many perfect hecatombs for the nymphs who weave their sea-purple webs.32 From 

this safe harbor is a view of Neritos, that "leaf-trembling" mountain Odysseus described 

when he revealed his identity to Alcinoos.33 This is a place from which Odysseus has come 

and gone. And, as the poet will tell us, it is a place he will know again. It is on account of 

these undeniably familiar surroundings that we must see the divine influence at work in 

Odysseus' failure to recognize Ithaca. However, if we are to discover how Athena awakens 

within Odysseus the negative that rejects his native land as recognizable to him, we must 

situate ourselves beside Odysseus in the mist. We must hear ou5e uw evvu) as the counter 

and also the range of interpretations generated by Odysseus' response to his homecoming, 
I will provide at various points different translations for the same lines of Greek text. 
31 Cf. Homer, The Odyssey of Homer. Trans. S.H. Butcher and A. Lang, (London and New York: 
MacMillan and Co., 1887) p. 135 and Lattimore, 9.28-36. 
32 "There is a harbor of the Old Man of the Sea, Phorkys,/in the countryside of Ithaca. 
There two precipitous/ promontories opposedjut out, to close in the harbor /and shelter it 
from the big waves made by the winds blowing/so hard on the outside; inside, the well-
benched vessels/can lie without being tied up, once they have found their anchorage./At 
the head of the harbor, there is an olive tree with spreading/leaves, and nearby is a cave 
that is shaded, and pleasant,/and sacred to the nymphs who are called the Nymphs of the 
Wellsprings,/Naiads. There are mixing bowls and handled jars inside it,/all of stone, and 
there the bees deposit their honey./And therein also are looms that a made of stone, very 
long, where/the nymphs weave their sea-purple webs, a wonder to look;/and there is 
water forever flowing." Lattimore, 13.96-111. See also Lattimore's translation of lines 345-
351: "This is the harbor of the Old Man of the Sea, Phorkys,/and here at the head of the 
harbor is the olive tree with spreading/leaves, and nearby is the cave that is shaded and 
pleasant,/and sacred to the nymphs who are called the Nymphs of the/Wellsprings,/ 
Naiads. That is the wide over-arching cave, where often/you used to accomplish for the 
nymphs their perfect hecatombs;/and there is the mountain Neritos, all covered with 
forest." 
33 Odysseus to Alcinoos: "There is a mountain that stands tall, leaf-trembling Neritos" 
Lattimore 4.21-22. Cf. George Herbert Palmer, The Odyssey of Homer (Cambridge MA: The 
Riverside Press, 1894) p. 137: "I live in Ithaca, a land far seen; for on it is the lofty height of 
Neriton, covered with waving woods." 
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response invoked by that which is unrecognizable (Ithaca). The poet reveals how Athena 

effects this twofold transformation of Odysseus and Ithaca by introducing us to the 

atmosphere into which Odysseus awakens on Ithaca's shores: 

TOUVEK' ap' dAAoeiSea cpaweaKETO ndvta ctvaKti, 
dctpottUTov xz Sirivevceec, Aiusvec, xz ndvopuoi 

netpai x r|Ai[?)on:oi Kal 5ev5pea triAe06covta. (13.194-96) 

Whether one limits CCYVCOCTOV to the passive significance or not, line 194 provides 

the necessary excuse for why Odysseus does not recognize Ithaca and how Athena has 

given herself time to come and meet him: Odysseus does not run immediately home and 

reveal himself because he does not recognize he is home; the mist makes all things appear 

strange to him. We might proceed with the conclusion of de Jong after her analysis of the 

same passage: "[Odysseus'] failure is due to his long absence (189), but above all to Athena 

pouring a mist around the countryside which makes it hazy."34 Dawe suggests, much like 

de Jong, that the poet is augmenting the first cause of Odysseus' unrecognizing with a 

divine latter cause: "The text gives two alternative reasons for Odysseus's failure to 

recognise his own country, l) The length of time he has been away. 2) Intervention by 

Athene. The first is natural, the second contrived.. ."35 While on the surface this 

suggestion seems to offer a practical solution to our dilemma, considering that both de 

Jong and Dawe translate dyvwoTov as unrecognizable, I find it hard to discern how they 

can understand appearance of Ithaca to be Athena's way of supplementing Odysseus' 

failure to recognize. Unless, of course, we follow Stanford's conclusion that ocppcx functions 

as an indecisive intermediate, vacillating in its support for Odysseus' non-recognition of 

Ithaca and the subject of Athena's eventual unrecognizable transformation of him 206 lines 

34 DeJong, Ins. 187-358. 
35 Dawe, In. 190. 
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later. Such logic, however, is necessary only if lines 190-91 are perceived as the poet's 

initial neglect to authorize Athena as the cause determining both Odysseus' not-knowing of 

Ithaca and his later unrecognizable transformation. I would suggest that insofar as this 

sort of interpretation in effect imposes an unnecessary justification of textual corruption, 

it attributes a kind of carelessness, or an indifference, not only to the poet, in this the 

culmination of the wanderings, but also to Odysseus, the one for whom this quintessential 

homecoming is sought. And we must ask ourselves: would the poet or the hero defend the 

unrecognized return as a natural response to a long absence from home or as a subsidiary 

by-product of divine activity? Hoekstra, perhaps wondering the same, acknowledges that 

in this passage Homer "does not employ the mist in the normal epic way . . . [gods] do not 

act in such a roundabout way in order to advise and change their protege's."36 Why then 

should we not see the relationship between Athena and her mist and Odysseus and Ithaca 

as anything but unambiguously interrelated? 

I do not think that dissatisfaction with the text at this the moment in the epic 

requires an excuse be negotiated for either Homer or Odysseus. If we keep before us the 

twofold significance of avvaxxtov (unrecognizing/unrecognizable), our desire to justify 

Odysseus' response to his return home - on both a grammatical and semantic level - is 

intentionally satisfied by the poet. Homer establishes a direct correlation between the 

appearance of Ithaca and Odysseus' failure to recognize it (although waking up in it) by 

linking the explanatory touvEKa to ocppa of line 190: ocppa uiv autov ayvwaxov . . . TOUV£K' 

ap' aAAoeiSea cpaweoKeto nccvta avaKti. By supplying the active meaning to OVVCOCTOV, 

36 Hoekstra, Ins. 190-91. Cf. Dawe's note on this discrepancy: "Nor does a mist need to be 
shed around Odysseus here on the sea shore; Athena held her mist-shedding proclivities in 
check until a more suitable moment when she arranged for her protege to enter the 
Phaiacian town." ad he. 
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line 194 naturally reveals how Athena fulfills her purpose to make Odysseus ccvvuxrcov: so 

that she might make him unrecognizing, therefore all things were seeming strange to their 

ruler." There is, therefore, a logical and chronological relation between Ithaca's 

appearance through the mist and Odysseus' failure to recognize it. If Athena makes 

Odysseus' native land appear strangely, Odysseus must be affected by this change. By 

accepting that Odysseus is made actively ayvwcrcov by the mist, we are not distraught 

when we are told of Ithaca's strange appearance; Ithaca is Odysseus' unrecognizable 

counterpart. Re: ou5e JUIV eyvo).) By connecting Athena's purpose (to make Odysseus 

ayvwatov) with how the mist makes Ithaca appear, Homer leads us directly to an 

understanding of the failure of its ruler to recognize his homecoming. It is in this way that 

Edward Lowe is correct when he says the poet jumps from one explanation of the matter to 

another.37 However, when the logic is intrinsic to the words themselves, our route is not a 

circuitous one: by discerning the relationship between unrecognizable and unrecognizing 

we are led toward and understanding of what it means for the goddess Athena to make 

Odysseus ccyvcoaTov. 

The poet tells us that it is on account of the Athena's mist-pouring that Odysseus 

wakes up and "all things were appearing aXXoeifea to their ruler, the long paths, the bays 

offering safe anchorage, the sheer cliffs, and the luxuriant trees."381 find most translations 

of these lines are generally quite creative and instructive in their expression of how the 

mist makes Ithaca appear to differently to Odysseus. I think, however, it is helpful to the 

significance of the sentence and the context of Odysseus' first experience of Ithaca to offer 

37 Loewe, note to Liber XIII. v.186-196: "Magis etiam inde apparet, transilire hi poetam ab alia rex 
causa ad aliam." 
38 Murray, 13.194-96. 
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the literal meaning of the adjective: other-shaped. dAAoc; = "another, or different, or some 

other;" etSoc = "appearance, shape, form." 39 Accordingly, surrounded in mist, Odysseus' 

surroundings seem, literally, like other-shapes, not in the sense that the paths, bays, cliffs 

and trees do not look like paths, bays, cliffs and trees, but in the sense that they do not look 

like the paths, bays, cliffs and trees of Ithaca: "Therefore it was that the place had an 

unfamiliar appearance:/Everything seemed changed.. ."40 The significance of dAAoeiSea is, 

therefore, determined in opposition to what is not other, that is, what is the same. In other 

words, the extent to which all things were appearing other-shaped to Odysseus is relative 

to the degree to which these things were seeming not-like the shapes of Ithaca: "So to its 

King Ithaca showed an unaccustomed face."41 

It is important to put forth the literal significance of dAAoeiSea because it clarifies 

how Odysseus' disoriented experience of his native land occurs. The quality of how Ithaca 

was appearing to Odysseus is not indicative of an actual geographical transformation of the 

island, but a disguising of its true appearance. As Lattimore says, Athena "made everything 

look otherwise than it was."42 By pouring a mist around, Athena manipulates Ithaca's 

likeness to itself into difference and transforms that which is known to Odysseus into a 

place that seems unknown to him: "Wherefore each thing showed strange to the lord of the 

land.. ,"43 Therefore, although Ithaca surrounds Odysseus with all its "long paths . . . 

sheltering havens . . . steep rocks and the trees in their bloom," because these things do not 

39 Cf. LSJ entry for dcAAo-eiSrjc,: of a different form, looking differently and in A Lexicon of 
the Homeric Dialect: of another, i.e. of strange appearance. 
40 Homer, The Odyssey. Trans. Francis Caufeild (London: G. Bell and Sons, Ltd, 1921) p. 211. 
41 Homer, The Odyssey. Trans. T.E Shaw (New York: Oxford University Press, 1932) 187. 
42 Lattimore, 13.194-5. 
43 Butcher and Lang, p. 213. 
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seem like Ithaca, Ithaca cannot be recognized.44 It is thus in the concealment of likeness 

that a strange and different appearance takes the shape of the unrecognizable. The 

dAAoei5ea quality of Ithaca's appearance is that which makes Ithaca avvooorov; it is cause 

of Ithaca's unrecognizable modification. Thus, after twenty years of absence, Ithaca 

receives its ruler again, and, displaced by an appearance unlike itself, is lost to Odysseus in 

mist: 

Now all the land another prospect bore, 

Another port appear'd, another shore. 
And long-continued ways, and winding floods, 
And unknown mountains, crown'd with unknown woods.45 

It is into a divinely imposed obscurity that Odysseus awakens and is motivated to 

experience all things as dAAoeiSea. Homer establishes a correlation between how Ithaca 

appears to Odysseus and how he sees it by specifying the king of Ithaca as the one to whom 

the cliffs and hills were appearing strangely: avaKTi. By affecting how Ithaca appears to its 

ruler, Athena simultaneously affects the way in which Ithaca's ruler sees his own land: "All 

objects, therefore, in the Hero's eyes/Seem'd alien .. ."46 Surrounded in mist, the same 

quality that conceals Ithaca's likeness to itself must also deprive Odysseus of the evidence 

that would otherwise prompt his recognition of it. Compelled to confirm the appearance 

what he sees, Odysseus is transformed from the outside in: 

Therefore all things about him the King as strange did see, 
The uncrooked ways far-reaching, the all-safe haven there, 
The steep high rocks and the trees, well growing, leafy fair.47 

44 Ibid. 
45 Homer, The Odyssey of Homer. Trans. Alexander Pope (London: George Bell and Sons, 
1876)13.231-4. 
46 Homer, The Odyssey of Homer. Trans. William Cowper (London: J.M. and Sons Ltd; New 
York: E.P. Dutton and Co., 1922) 13.232-3. 
47 Homer, The Odyssey of Homer, Vol.11. Trans. William Morris (London: Reeves and Turner, 
1887) 13.194-6. 
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For the Homeric audience, the relationship between the mist Athena pours and 

Odysseus' failure to recognize his native land would not have to be pieced together by a 

projection of textual interpretation. According to the unequivocal relationship between 

seeing and knowing, Odysseus' failure to know Ithaca could not be distinct from how he 

sees it. In Greek culture the faculty of sight was inseparable from the activity of knowing. 

It is for this reason that Aristotle privileged sight above all the senses - it was seeing that 

lead to the cognitive pleasure of knowing. The degree to which seeing is pregnant with the 

potency of knowing is reflected in the fact that when one "has seen" one is said to know.48 

As Jean-Pierre Vernant writes, for the Greeks, the fundamental union between seeing and 

knowing was implicit in the language itself: 

Foremost, to see and to know were as one; if idein, "to see," 
and eidenai, "to know," are verbal forms of the same term, if 
eidos, "appearance, visible aspect," also means "the specific 
character, the intelligible form," this is because knowledge 
was interpreted and expressed through one's way of seeing. 
Knowing was a form of vision.49 

On the basis this manifest correlation between physical sight and cognitive sight, we must 

distinguish Odysseus to be the active agent in both his seeing and his knowing. That is to 

say, we must interpret Odysseus' immediately affected seeing of Ithaca to be an expression 

of his immediately affected knowing of Ithaca. From here it is easy to determine that if 

Odysseus does not recognize his native land it is on account of Athena altering the subject 

and object of sight such that the two are no longer like themselves. By concealing Ithaca's 

likeness to itself, Athena also conceals this same likeness in Odysseus, thus depriving him 

48 Cf. LSJ entry for ei5oo: I see; pf. o!5oc (I have seen) always used as present; I know. 
49 Vernant, Jean-Pierre, The Greeks. Trans. Charles Lambert and Teresa Lavender Fagan. Ed. 
Jean-Pierre Vernant. Introduction. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1995). p. 12. 
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of the resemblance between what he sees and what he knows. That is to say, because the 

landscape is appearing differently to him, Odysseus is seeing Ithaca differently and cannot 

retrieve the knowing he possesses. To this extent, the mist is not simply a visual barrier 

through which Odysseus cannot rightly see; it is a cognitive barrier through which he 

cannot rightly know. The lovely English prose of Butcher and Lang conveys the activity of 

Odysseus' not-recognizing well: "Even then the goodly Odysseus awoke where he slept on 

his native land; nor knew he the same again."50 By imposing a visual obstacle between 

Odysseus and Ithaca Athena denies Odysseus, king of Ithaca, the immediate repossession of 

his native land. Thus, despite no longer being separated from Ithaca by any physical 

distance, the cognitive distance between Lord and land invokes the same twenty years long 

sense of alienation. 

I am not treading on untried territory in my struggles with line 194. However, the 

concern that preoccupies most commentators is how to manipulate &AAoei5ea 9aiveaK£T0 

into the nicest metrical fit. Readings of the line are divided into two groups: those who, 

like Stanford, follow Munro in adopting Payne Knight's dXAoeiSe' ecpcaveto and those who 

favor &AA.oei5ea cpaweaKeto, including Murray and Hoekstra.51 Stanford admits Murray's 

suggestion that the oftener Odysseus looked the stranger the land appeared, "is not 

impossible," but he ultimately rejects the "harsh double Synizesis" of dAAoei5ea.52 Merry 

tends towards the "dubious" aXXoiMa, while Dawe finds the "simple 'appeared' to have "a 

50 Butcher and Lang, p. 213. 
51 Hoekstra reads aXXosiMa <paweaK£TO, but also concedes dAAoeiSe' ecpouveto "is the least 
unsatisfactory of the MS-tradition." ad he. 
52 Stanford, ad he. 
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less authentic look to it" and prefers to convey the iterative significance: "That is why 

everything kept appearing to look different."53 

According to the MS-tradition, there are good arguments for both the aorist and the 

iterative imperfect; however, what I find troubling is that while commentators generally 

agree that Odysseus' failure to recognize Ithaca is related to how it appears to him, few 

take into account the possibility that the particular activity of Ithaca's appearing may be 

essential to Odysseus' failure to recognize it. What is primary to our argument is that the 

effects of the mist (namely ou5e uiv eyvw) are directly related to Athena; it is the goddess 

who has poured a mist and set a change in motion. Our challenge, therefore, is to examine 

the mist-defined relationship between Ithaca and Odysseus and to see it as a means by 

which the poet expresses the divine influence of Athena upon Odysseus. 

In our analysis of the relationship between Odysseus' failure to recognize Ithaca and 

the way in which the land appears to him, we must note the distinction the poet makes 

between Ithaca as the singular object of Odysseus' unrecognizing (ou5e juiv eyvu)) and the 

cliffs and hills and trees as the manifold objects appearing to Odysseus (dXXoeiSea 

cpocweaKero navxa avaim). Appearing through the medium of the mist, Odysseus' native 

land is divided into multiple and discrete appearances. There is a multiplicity that seems 

strange; but it is Ithaca he does not recognize. We, the reader, move backwards in the logic 

of Odysseus' failure to recognize Ithaca, encountering the strange plurality of Ithaca's 

appearing after it has resurfaced reconfigured as the object of Odysseus' unrecognizing 

(uiv). We learn first that Odysseus awakens in his native land and does not recognize it, 

and second that because he is surrounded in mist all things are appearing strangely to him, 

Dawe, ad loc. 
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If we place ourselves beside Odysseus, however, it is not the entire island of Ithaca that 

appears differently, but cliffs, paths, hills, and trees. From here we can discern that the 

poet is articulating the transition these objects undergo from the nominative plural to the 

accusative singular (&AAoei5ea TCCCVTQC becomes uiv). This grammatical change suggests 

that Odysseus is actively engaged in a cognitive process: he reduces the many things that 

seem unfamiliar to him to a singular land he does not recognize. 

I myself am inclined to side with Murray partly because of the continual, repeated 

activity that is suggested by the iterative imperfect and also because of Winfried Elliger's 

suggestion that the generalizing plurals reflect Odysseus' inability to recognize Ithaca.54 

While Stanford finds nothing to justify the frequentative sense of the iterative and prefers 

the metrical fit of the aorist, I argue in favor of the iterative on the basis that the plurals 

justify it. In my view, the iterative is an important indication of the motion, the activity, 

occurring between the elements of Ithaca and its ruler who is looking upon them. It shows 

time passing, and thus demonstrates the will of Athena taking effect. The more Odysseus 

sees, the more Ithaca retreats from sight; the more his knowing of clear-seen Ithaca is 

hidden from him, and the more his ability to recognize deteriorates. It is this motion, this 

activity between Ithaca's strange appearing and Odysseus' strange seeing that fuels his 

anxiety. Over and over again there a disjunction between the hills and trees and cliffs he 

sees and those in his memory of his native land: 

Another look, - the footways stretching far, 
The bights where ships were moored the towering 

rocks, 

54 De Jong, Ins. 195-96 with reference to Winfried Elliger, Die Darstellung der Landschaft in der 
griechischen Dichtung, 1975 (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter) pp. 125-27. 
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And spreading trees.55 

Grasping at the appearance of paths, harbors, cliffs, and trees for a resemblance to Ithaca, 

Odysseus' capacity to recognize falters and is overtaken by the negative that will deny its 

positive activity. Odysseus is unrecognizing. He is made CCYVOOOTOV. He does not recognize 

his native land, ou5e uiv eyvo): 

He rose and stood upright, 

And gazed upon his native coast and wept.56 

The repetitive activity of the land's appearing has fulfilled Athena's purpose. Sometime, 

somewhere in all the strange seeming of things Ithaca is lost from Odysseus. To dismiss 

how the poet characterizes the appearance of Ithaca with the iterative cpaiveaKeto would 

be, therefore, vastly to underestimate and how Odysseus is affected by the mist Athena 

pours around him. 

With the contrast between ou5e uiv eyvu) and dAAoeiSea cpavveaKEto TTCCVTOC, Homer 

juxtaposes the instability between multiplicity and unity. The lack of any correspondence 

between his native land and the strange cliffs, trees, and harbors, indicates that Odysseus 

cannot retrieve the knowing under which the appearance of his surroundings are unified. 

The lofty mountain with its waving trees, long pathways and steep cliffs cannot be 

recognized as one (uiv), as under the name of Ithaca if they are divided from their true 

nature. By contriving an absence of likeness Athena makes the king of Ithaca experience 

the anxiety of being lost while standing on his native shores. Surrounded in mist, what 

seems strange to Odysseus' seeing becomes the object of his unrecognizing, uiv. And this is 

55 Homer, The Odyssey of Homer, Vol. II. Trans. William Cullen Bryant (Boston: James R. 
Osgood and Company, 1873) 13.241-244. 
"Ibid. 
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no object at all. Odysseus looks upon his native land and does not see Ithaca. He looks 

upon Ithaca and does not know he is home: 

Pensive and slow, with sudden grief oppress'd, 
The king arose, and beat his careful breast, 
Cast a long look o'er all the coast and main, 
And sought, around, his native land in vain: 
Then with erected eyes stood fix'd in woe, 
And, as he spoke, the tears began to flow: 
'Ye Gods', (he cried) 'upon what barren coast, 
'In what new region, is Ulysses toss'd?57 

Pope, 13.231-42. 
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Chapter Four 

There is an absence that accompanies the dAAoeiSea appearance of Ithaca. Surrounded in 

mist, the relationship between Ithaca's king and Ithaca is not realized. The strange shape 

of things creates a dissonance between Odysseus and his native land; it gives birth to a 

groaning as the two sides of ayvcocnroc, collide and confirm their opposition. When at last 

face to face with his own land Odysseus looks upon it and despairs that he is once again 

lost: 

orfj 5' ap' avdi^aq xav p' ei'aiSe rcarpiSa yafav: 
coucô ev x ap enevta veal a> Tcen\r\y£xo unpw 
xepal Katairpriveoc,', oAocpupouevoc, 5' enoc, nu5a: 
"to uoi eyco, teiov avxe (3poTcov eq yavav wavco;" (13.197-200) 

We are surprised by Odysseus' response to his homecoming, but as we have shown, 

this response is the appropriate reaction to the modification accomplished by Athena's 

mist. By surrounding Odysseus in mist Athena has conjured up the privative alpha. With 

the appearance of an dAAoeiSea Ithacan landscape, she has hidden Ithaca behind another 

appearance and made its ruler un-recognizing, actively a-vvuxreov. The privative alpha 

asserts a lack or want or absence and Odysseus' groaning is an expression of this 

deprivation; it is the revelation of his recognition of this deprivation,58 Already we have 

been told by the poet of Odysseus' failure to recognize Ithaca when he wakes up and he 

does not recognize it, and we know the reason for this failure; now we hear it confirmed by 

Odysseus. Leaping up, he surveys the land around him and then cries out: "Oh, woe is me, 

unto what mortal's land am I now come?"59 This is god-like Odysseus waking up and not 

58 "KOU co nenXr\yexo un.pcb: denotes a gesture of sorrow, despair, or anger, cf II. xii 162, xv 
113, 397." Hoekstra, In. 198. 
59 Butcher and Lang, p. 213. 
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recognizing; this is Odysseus looking upon the land that appears strangely to him and 

seeing that he does not know where he is. Homer reveals the negative relation between 

Odysseus and Ithaca when he describes Odysseus looking upon his native land and the 

sense of despair that results from this seeing. Odysseus looks upon his native land, Ithaca 

is the direct object of his seeing (£ioi5e rarcpiSa yaTav) and yet, it is the activity of seeing 

his native land that causes Odysseus to cry out that he is lost: 

So he rose and stood on his feet, and looked on his father-land, 

And groaned therewith, and smiting his thigh with the flat of his hand...60 

Homer marks the etiological sequence of Odysseus not-recognizing Ithaca with the adverb 

errata when he says: Odysseus looked upon his native land, and then he groaned and 

struck both of his thighs with the flat of his hands, and mournfully spoke and said: "w uoi. 

..". eTteiToc thus marks a transition from Odysseus beholding his land to his physical and 

verbal expression of despondency when he does not recognize it. Odysseus' lament is 

provoked by what he sees, or rather, by what he does not see. He asks where he is because 

he sees that he does not know; he sees and then he knows that he does not know: 
Hastily rising he stood and gazing around on his homeland 
Uttered a pitiful groan and on both of his thighs in despondence 
Smote with a downward stroke on the hands and made lamentation: 
Ah me, what is the folk whose county I now am arrived at?61 

It is important to discern in Odysseus' question xewv OCUTE Ppotwv ec, yoctav vK<xva>; a 

two-fold lack of knowing: Odysseus is unknowing of both the land he has arrived upon, 

and the people who inhabit it. And for good reason, the knowing of one would determine 

the knowing of the other. That is to say, if Odysseus knew what people inhabited the land, 

he would know where he was, and, reciprocally, if he knew what land he was on, he would 

60 William Morris, 13.197-99. 
61 H.B. Cotterill, Homer's Odyssey (London: George G. Harrap and Company, 1911) 13,197-200. 
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know what kind of people inhabited it. Thus, when he asks, "To the land of what mortals 

have I now come again?" Odysseus expresses the innate relation between a land and the 

people who inhabit it, which is the very relation that exists between himself and Ithaca. 

The irony of Odysseus' question is, of course, that he does not recognize who he himself is 

standing on his own native shores: Ithaca is his own land; he should occupy the position of 

the "mortals" he wonders about. And this too we must see as part of Athena's plan: unable 

to recognize where he is, Odysseus is unable to recognize himself and is momentarily 

denied the possession of what is rightfully his - the power to assert himself as the ruler of 

Ithaca. With her cloud of mist Athena has hidden this knowing from him. She has afflicted 

Odysseus' knowing with a debilitating lapse in sight that makes the things most known to 

him seem like objects of unknowing. Thus, confronted with the unrecognizable 

appearance of his surroundings, it is at the will of the goddess that Odysseus undergoes the 

cognitive equivalent to the privative alpha. He wakes up on his native land and is made 

ayvcoaTov. 

When the alpha imposes itself ahead of the signified definition it robs the subject of 

the content it rightfully owns. Implicit in Odysseus' failure to recognize Ithaca is the 

failure to recognize himself; if he does not know the identity of Ithaca he cannot identify 

himself as its ruler. Homer signifies the presence of an absence in Odysseus' knowing with 

the negative, oude, in line 189; he establishes the cause of this failure to recognize by 

articulating Athena's wish to make Odysseus ayvwaTov in line 191, and he expresses this 

privation through the voice of Odysseus asking where he is at 200. The interrogative, recav, 

which modifies (3poTcov, exposes the indeterminate effects of Odysseus' aYvoooxov 

modification. Into the space vacated by Odysseus' capacity to recognize an unknowing 
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makes itself manifest. In the process of seeing all things as aXKoeiSea, Odysseus has been 

detached from what he knows and absorbed the amorphous authority of the interrogative. 

To an unrecognizing Odysseus, the possession of the land he stands upon belongs to a 

people he cannot define. Odysseus, who should occupy the position of the "mortals" in the 

genitive, replaces his singular ownership with a plural unknown. In this substitution we 

see the degree to which the instability of the manifold and discrete appearances of the 

landscape has a cognitive effect on Odysseus' relation to his circumstance. Odysseus' 

particular seeing of things has determined his particular cognizing of things. In the same 

way all things were seeming not like Ithaca to him but disorienting strange shapes, without 

the unifying power of a known ruler, the men of this land seem to be divided into a 

indefinite plurality:62 "Ah me, what are the men who inhabit this land I have come to?"63 

Yet, significantly, it is the presence of Odysseus himself who mediates between the 

interrogative and the noun. The adverb, aure, which modifies Odysseus' coming (IKCCVOO), 

recalls Odysseus' perpetual arrivals at lands other than Ithaca, which have in turn 

reinforced the indefinite identity of the people who now inhabit Odysseus' kingdom. He 

who rightfully rules Ithaca is at the center of Ithaca's identity; therefore, if Odysseus is not 

there, the land is undefined, indefinite. For twenty years it has been the land of others, 

and even though Odysseus has arrived on Ithaca, he still has not returned. 

The degree of despair and alienation Odysseus suffers in his own land is clearly 

steeped in dramatic irony and is somewhat humorous, yet it is hard to hold Odysseus 

accountable for not recognizing his homeland. After ten years of wandering, strange 

62 The irony is of course that in the absence of a knowing ruler, that is Odysseus, the people 
are divided by the unlawful rule of the suitors. 
63 Caulfeild, p. 211. 
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places and people would be strangely familiar to him. "Oh not again! among/ what mortals 

can I be now?"64 The way in which Odysseus sees the world around him is inseparable From 

how he sees and knows himself- and he sees that in a strange land he is a stranger. It is 

this conclusion that becomes the point of reference for Odysseus' perspective on his 

circumstance and the point of departure from what he knows. Equipped with only what he 

sees - that he is in an unknown place and unknown himself- there is nothing Odysseus can 

affirm. The answers that should be most obvious to him become empty and oblique 

interrogatives: nfj 5f| xpnuarcx noXXa cpepco rd5e; nf\ te veal OCUTOC, TtAd^ouai; (13.203)65 Not 

recognizing his homeland, Odysseus does not recognize his homecoming. The sacred caves 

of nymphs is not recognizable to him so he does not know where to carry his treasure, he 

cannot recognize the safe harbor of Phorkys or the forests of Neritos and he does not know 

where he will be carried himself. 

Unable to locate himself in his native land, Odysseus situates himself within the 

indefinite quality of his perpetual wanderings: Where shall I go roaming from here? Dawe 

says the question is contrary to what we would expect to hear. He suggests we anticipate 

"Where am I wandering?" or "Where have I wandered to?"661 disagree with this 

conjecture. Odysseus has already asked where he is at line 200. Moreover, not only is his 

new question a response to his inability to answer the first ("To the land of what mortals 

64 Homer, The Odyssey of Homer. Trans. Ennis Rees (New York: Random House, 1960) p. 217. 
65 "Where shall I carry all this wealth, or where shall I myself go wandering on?" Murray, 
13.204-5. cpepco and JiAdĉ oucxi are both presents, but the only question is, are they 
indicatives, as they appear, or subjunctives in deliberative questions. I think the latter. 
The present indicative and subjunctive of cpepco in 1st person singular are formally 
identical. TiAd̂ ouai would normally have a long co in the subjunctive, but Homer routinely 
uses short-vowel subjunctives on aorist stems, and I do not see why he should not do so on 
a present stem. 
66 Dawe, ad he. 
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have I come now?") it is also fitting for one with a twenty years long history of wandering. 

"Where do I myself go roaming?" reiterates the absolute weariness first signified by the 

autre with which Odysseus qualified his immediate response to his native land, and, in this 

way, the question expresses Odysseus' anticipation of continued wandering. But, as if 

realizing that further wandering does not situate him in the present or the future, 

Odysseus looks back. Unable to remain or move forward, Odysseus remembers the 

Phaeacians and wishes he had never left: 

oc'iG' o<peAov ueivoci napa ®ourJKeccnv 
autoO: eyob 5e Kev aAAov unepuevecov (JaaiArjcov 

e îKounv, oc, Kev u' ecpiAei KOCI ETteune veecGou (13.204-206). 

Many readings prefer to take xprjuocta a s the subject of ocpeAov, following the 

interpretation that Odysseus feels "handicapped by his treasures."67 I, however, agree with 

Dawe and Murray; Odysseus is not referring to his treasures, but to himself: "Would that I 

had remained., ,"68 Dawe finds the argument for xprjuotta to lack a logical relation to 

Odysseus' arrival to Ithaca and I would add to this that what is primary to Odysseus is his 

preoccupation with being lost again.69 It is Odysseus' anxiety of not knowing where he is 

that dominates his view. He does not know where to put his treasure because he does not 

know where to go: Tin Te Ka* ocvxbc; nAd^ouou; The same Odysseus who could not wait for 
the sun to set, so eager was he to begin the journey home,70 now wishes he had not yet left 

67 Hoekstra, ad he. 
68 Murray, 13.204. Emphasis mine. 
69 "But if the treasure had stayed in Scherie, where would Odysseus be? If in Scherie 
himself, how would he have known he should be approaching one of the other princes... 
If not in Scherie, how would be ever get back there to retrieve them?" Dawe, ad he. 
70 "[B]ut Odysseus/Ever and ever was turning his eyes to the sun in its splendour,/Longing 
to hasten its setting, so eager he felt for departure./Even as yearns for his supper a man 
when his wine-red oxen/All day long have tugged at a jointed plough in a fallow,/E'en as 
he joys when he seeth the sun's light sink to the setting/So he can get to his food - and his 
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the Phaeacians, or at least delayed his departure and gone instead to other kings - they 

would have sent him home: 

I wish I had stayed among the Phaiakians, just where I was, and I would have 
visited some other powerful king, who then would have been my friend and 
sent me on my journey."71 

There is a kind of tragic desperation articulated in this wish, in the "if only" Odysseus longs 

for. Homer arouses in us pity for Odysseus as he offers to himself the bittersweet 

satisfaction of the unattainable prospect of a different choice:72 if only I stayed there, I 

would be home now, if only the past were not contrary to the fact of the present. We, as 

readers, know Odysseus has only to recognize the land around him to relieve his anguish; if 

only he were to see himself from the outside, standing on his native shores wishing he had 

been sent elsewhere, he would know the redundancy of his longing. But Odysseus does not 

see the mist as we do, and what would have been seems clearer to him than what he knows 

at this moment. On this unknown land, Odysseus knows the indefinite "other" kings would 

have fulfilled his desire to come home. But there must have been many times Odysseus 

said, ai0e: if only the bag of winds had not been opened, if only the cattle had not been 

eaten, if only he had not been sleeping. 

As if reminded of his present circumstance by what is nearest to him, Odysseus 

once more laments not knowing where to put his treasures. "But now I do not know where 

to bestow this wealth; yet here I cannot leave it, for fear it become the spoil to others at my 

cost." It is here we see the immediate effects of the &AAoei5ea appearance of Ithaca begin 

knee-joints ache as he walketh - /Thus did Odysseus rejoice when the sunlight sank to the 
setting." Cotterill, p. 173. 
71 Lattimore, 13.204-206. 
72 "There is both Irony and Pathos in his grieving for Ithaca when he already stands on its 
very shores." Stanford, Ins. 219-221. 
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to sink in as suddenly "all things," past, present, and future, are absorbed into the 

distorting kaleidoscope lens of Odysseus' other-shaped vision. Thinking of his treasure and 

where to put it, Odysseus remembers he is on a strange land. And wait: remembering he is 

on a strange land reminds him that he is not on Ithaca, and if he is not on Ithaca then the 

Phaeacians did not bring him home, and if they did not bring him home, they did not keep 

their promise. The other-shaped seeming of Ithaca's landscape transforms itself into a 

quickly evolving other-shaped landscape for Odysseus' knowing. If this land is other-

shaped then the Phaeacians words were also other-shaped; they were not as wise or just as 

they seemed.73 No longer wishing he had stayed among them, Odysseus rebukes the 

Phaeacians for the disparity in their words and behavior: 

Out upon them; not wholly wise, it seems, nor just were the leaders and 
counselors of the Phaeacians who have brought me to an other land. They 
said indeed they would bring me to clear-seen Ithaca, but they have not made 
good their word.74 

Odysseus' accusation of the Phaeacians is harsh, but Athena has justified it. If the 

Phaeacians said they would bring him to "clear-seen Ithaca," Odysseus cannot recognize 

the fulfillment of their promise until he clearly sees Ithaca. Although the epithet 'iGctxnv 

eu5eieAov may be distinguished as ornamental,751 would suggest the use of the epithet in 

this particular context ascribes to Ithaca a particular significance.76 For example, when 

73 "apa with the imperfect denotes discovery of a pre-existing fact - 'so all along they were . 
.." Stanford, ad he. 
74 Murray, 13.209-12. 
75 " . . . ornamental epithets frequently have reference to the most marked natural 
characteristics of an object rather than to a particular occasion." Thomas D. Seymour 
Homeric Language and Verse (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1895) pp. 11-12. 
76 Following Milman Parry's argument of particularized epithets, I suggest that 'I0ccKnv 
£u5e(eXov is not a fixed epithet used only for its metrical value, but rather pertains 
"directly to the action of the moment" and, therefore, "the poet had special reasons for 
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Odysseus voices his charge against the Phaeacians: "they have brought me to another land. 

.. they said they would bring me to clear-seen Ithaca, but they have not accomplished this," 

he exposes the degree to which the "marked natural characteristics" that generally belong 

to the nature of Ithaca are, at this moment, not apparent.77 The misty appearance of the 

land around Odysseus has caused him to see his native land qualitatively differently, 

which, for Odysseus is not to see Ithaca. It is, therefore, when Odysseus names his country 

by its ornamental meaning, that the poet achieves the force of the particularized meaning, 

which "would have drawn the attention of the audience and awakened in the mind a 

particular image."78 By awakening in our minds the vision of clear-seen Ithaca, the 

juxtaposing dcAAoeiSea appearance of Ithaca is also awakened, and we are once again 

reminded of the goddess' purpose for pouring the mist: ocppoc uiv QCUTOV oyvcocfov. When 

Athena makes all things appear aAAoeiSeoc, she effectively changes the quality by which 

Ithaca is recognized. Although the mist only changes Ithaca's appearance, this difference 

is enough to persuade Odysseus to ascribe to his native land the indefinite modification: 

aAAnv yaiav. This is a land other than Ithaca because it is not clear-seen like Ithaca. It 

follows, therefore, that Odysseus, believing Ithaca to be another land, assumes the 

Phaeacians have not kept their word; they too are other than they seemed: 

u> nxmoi, OUK apa ndvta vorjuovec, ou5e 5IKOUOI 
rjcav OouqKcov qyiiTopec, r(5e ueSovtec;, 
oi' u' eic, aAAnv yavav amfyayov, rj te u' ecpavro 
a^eiv eiq 'WocKnv svSeieXov, ou5' eteAeaaav. (13.209-12) 

putting it into his song." Milman Parry, The Making of Homeric Verse. Ed. Adam Parry. The 
Traditional Epithet In Homer. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1971) pp. 153-56. 
77 Seymour, Ibid. 
78 Parry, p. 160. 
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In Ithaca's epithet we are encouraged to see Odysseus and Ithaca as fundamentally 

dependent upon each other. That is to say, both the nature of Ithaca and the nature of 

Odysseus must be confirmed by Odysseus seeing clearly and knowing who and where he is. 

More specifically, the true nature of Ithaca is contingent upon Odysseus recognizing 

himself as the returned ruler of his native land. Implicit in Athena's desire to make 

Odysseus aYvwotov is, therefore, the desire to alter his relation to his homeland. She does 

not allow Odysseus to wake up, recognize Ithaca, and know his wandering is finished, 

which is no doubt the liberty Odysseus anticipates the Phaeacians will give him. Rather, 

Athena keeps this from him. She withholds the reunion between fatherland and son. 

Surrounded in mist, Ithaca and Odysseus are separated from each other by only a breach in 

cognition, and the goddess herself occupies this gulf. 

Believing he has been deceived by the Phaeacians' promise to bring him to Ithaca, 

Odysseus decides they have also robbed him of their gifts and thus sets about counting the 

treasures they have given to him:79 "But come, I will count my goods, and go over them, for 

fear these men have carried off some with them in their hollow ship."80 For a third time 

Odysseus mentions his treasure; previously burdened by it, he now realizes the practical 

advantage it provides. By counting his gifts and knowing the number of them, he can 

prove the false intentions of the Phaeacians. Although of all the beautiful treasure "he 

79 "There is a well-attested v./. OTXWVTCU which would imply that he thought they had 
done it. Monroe, H.G. 358 d, 'While the clause, as in expression of the speaker's mind about 
an event - his fear or his purpose - should have a Subjunctive or Optative, the sense that 
the happening of the event is a matter of past fact causes the Indicative to be preferred'." 
Stanford, Ins. 215-16. 
80 aXX aye 5r\ rot xprjuon:' &pi0uf|OU) Kai T5a)uoa, 
urj TI uov OV'XCOVTOU KovAnc. em vnoc. ayovtec.. (13.215-16). Murray. 
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missed nothing,"81 Odysseus is neither consoled nor is he compelled to reconsider the 

words of Alcinoos.82 His grief over the loss of Ithaca outweighs the value of all his 

treasure.83 The number of gifts does not reveal to him his native land but instead provokes 

him to more despair: "he mourned for his native land, creeping along the shore of the 

loud-sounding sea, uttering many a moan."84 Surrounded by the land he knows but cannot 

recognize, Odysseus experiences only a great absence and a painful distance; he is as far 

from home as he has even been: "To the land of what mortals have I come this time?"85 

81 wc, eincbv TpiTto5ac. rcepiKocAAiac, r|5e A^nTac. 
r|p{0uei KOU xpuoov ucpavtd te d'uata KaAd. 
TWV uev dp' 6u n TT60EI (13.216-18). 
82 "As for conveyance, so that you may be sure, I appoint it/for tomorrow, until which time 
giving way to slumber/you may rest, and they will sail in the calm, to bring you/back to 
your country and house and whatever else is dear to you,/even if this may be much further 
away than Euboia,/which those of our people who have seen it say is the farthest/away of 
all, at that time they carried fair-haired Rhadamanthys/on his way to visit Tityos the son of 
Gaia./ They went here, and without any strain they accomplished/the journey, and on the 
same day they were back home with us./You yourself will see and know in your mind how 
my ships/are best, and my young men for tossing up sea with the oarblade." Lattimore, 
7.317-28. 
83 Stanford, ad loc. "0. is not comforted by the fact that his possessions are intact." 
84 Murray, 13.219-221. 
85 6 5' 65upero 7ion:p{5a yaiav 
epnu ĉov Ttapd 0!va 7roAucpAovo(3oio 9aAdaan<;, 
noAA' oAocpupouevoc;. (13.219-20). Murray. 
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Chapter Five 

It is into this state of despair that Athena abruptly appears: 

When lo! The guarding goddess of the wise, 
Celestial Pallas stood before his eyes .. .86 

But Odysseus does not know it is she; the goddess draws near to him, "having likened her 

form to a young man, a herdsman of sheep, one most gentle, as are the sons of princes."87 

Seeing the young shepherd, Odysseus rejoices and, with relief, unknowingly greets the 

goddess, saying: 

Friend, since you are the first to whom I have come in this land, hail to you, 
and may you meet me with no evil intent, but rather save this treasure, and 
save me; for to you do I pray, as to a god, and come suppliant to your knees 
in friendship.88 

There is irony in this address but it is not an unusual greeting. According to the 

convention of popular belief, because strangers had no local law to protect them, they 

were protected under the jurisdiction of Zeus. It is to this custom that Odysseus appeals.39 

In the same way he implored the fair-flowing river that brought him safely to Phaeacian 

86 Pope, p. 215. 
87.. .0xe568ev Se ol fjAGev 'AGrjvn, 
dv5pl Seuac, evKuux veco, £m(3a>Topi urjAwv, 
TtavcxTtdAxp, otoi re dvdiccoov rcouSec, eaav, 
5ITTTUXOV ducp' oSuoiaiv s'xouc/ evepyea Aamnv: 
noaai 5' UTCO Antapoun Tre5iA' e'xe, X^P^ 5' CCKOVTOC. (13.221-25). 
88 w cpvA', ETtsv ae npwra vaxdva) Tto5' evl x̂ >PV> 
Xaipe te veal urj uoi xi KCCKO} VOCO avriPoAtiaavc;, 
dAAd adco uev xavxa, adw 5' eue: aol ydp eyeb ye 
evxo\iai wc, te 0sw Kai aeu cpiAa yovvaQ' iKavw. (13.228-31) Murray. 
89 For example, see Odysseus' petition to Polyphemus: " . . . but we on our part, thus 
visiting you, have come as suppliants to your knees (quevc, 5' avxe Kixocvouevoi xa aa youvcx, 
VKoueG'), in the hope that you will give us entertainment, or in some other manner be 
generous to us, as is the due of strangers (fj xe ^eivwv 0euic, EOTIV). DO not deny us, good 
sir, but reverence the gods (dAA' alSeio, cpepiare, Geouc,); we are your suppliants; and Zeus is 
the avenger of suppliants and strangers (Zeuc, 5' enmurJTwp VKexdcov te êivcov te) - Zeus, 
the stranger's god (̂ efvioc,) - who walks in the footsteps of reverend strangers" (9.266-71). 
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shores and addressed Nausicaa and Arete, Odysseus appeals to the shepherd "wq re 6ea>."90 

By praying to Athena "as to a god," he requests that she recognize the authority of Zeus 

and offer him the protection of local law. In a lovely display of dramatic irony, Odysseus 

asks Athena to recognize her father's position and tell him where he is: 

And tell me this also truly, so that I may be sure of it. What land, what 
people? What men dwell here? Is it some clear-seen island, or a shore of the 
deep-soiled mainland that lies sloping down to the sea?91 

Athena indulges Odysseus' ignorance, calling him "stranger" and ridiculing his questions: 

You are an ignorant person, stranger, or else have come from afar, if truly 
you ask about this land. It is not at all so nameless as you imply. Many know 
it, both all those who dwell toward the dawn and the sun, and all those that 
are behind toward the murky darkness.92 

90 Compare Odysseus' appeal to the shepherd, Athena, with the following: 
His address to the river on the shores of Phaeacia: "Hear, me king (KAO0I, ccva )̂, whoever 
you are. As to one greatly longed-for do I come to you seeking escape out of the sea from 
the threats of Poseidon. Reverend even in the eyes of the immortal gods is that man who 
come as a wanderer, as I have come to your stream as to you knees, after many toils (cbq nod 
eyob vuv/ aov re poov ad re youvaS' tKavw TioAAd \ioyr\aac,). Pity me, king; I declare myself 
your suppliant (dAA' eAioups, dva£ iKernc, 5e TOI euxouou EIVOU)." (5.445-50) 
To Nausicaa: " . . . it seemed better to him to stand apart and beseech her with winning 
words, fearing that the maiden's heart might take offense if he should lay hold of her 
knees; so at once he made a speech both winning and crafty: 
"I clasp your knees, my queen (youvoduoci as, avaaca) - are you a goddess, or are you a 
mortal? . . , Instead, my queen, have pity (dAAd, dvacc,', eAeavpe); for it is to you first that I 
have come after many grievous toils (ae yap KotKa TioAAd uoynaac/ec, itpcotnv vKounv), and 
of the others who possess this city and land I know not one (6.145-49,175-77). 
To Arete: "Arete, daughter of godlike Rhexenor, to your husband and to your knees have I 
come suppliant after many toils (aov te KOGIV ad xz youvaG' iKavco TtoAAd uoynaacj . . . But 
grant me speedy conveyance, that I may come to my native land, and quickly; for it is a 
long time that I have been suffering woes far from my people" (7.146-47,151-52). 
91

 KOCV uoi TOUT' dyopeucov eTfJTUuov, ocpp' eu elSco: 
TIC, yfj, TIC, 5fjuo<;, TIVEC; dvepeq eyvsYdaorv; 
r\ TTOU TI<; vrjawv euSeveAoq, r\i zi<; avari 
K£i6' dAi KeKAiuevn £pi(3wAaKO(; r|7teipoio; (13.232-35). Murray. 
92vr\m6c, e\q, o> ^etv', rj TnA69ev eiArjAouGac;, 
ei 5ri Tfjv5e TE yaTav dvdpeai. ou5e TI Ainv 
OUTOO va>vuuo<; eaTiv: laaov 5e uiv udAa noAAot, 
nuev oaoi vaiouai rcpoc; f\Q> x qeAiov TE, 
r|5' oaaoi \iexomoQe TTOTI ^090V r|£poevTa. (13.237-41). 
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The goddess then proceeds to give Odysseus the answer he has been looking for, and slowly 

the ruler of Ithaca hears the name of a place, which if now is unrecognizable to his sight, is 

recognizable to his ears: 

It is a rugged island, not fit for driving horses, yet it is not utterly poor, 
narrow though it is. It grows grain beyond measure, and the wine grape as 
well, and the rain never fails it, nor the rich dew. It is a good land for 
pasturing goats and cattle; there are trees of every sort, and in it are 
watering places that never fail.93 

Athena withholds the name of Ithaca until the very end, knowing Odysseus would 

hear the name of Ithaca with the familiarity that he would hear his own name: "Therefore, 

stranger, the name of Ithaca has reached even to the land of Troy, which they say is far 

from this land of Achaea."94 The goddess must take pleasure in teasing: Odysseus himself is 

that stranger who has carried the name of Ithaca from Achaea to Troy. The far-traveling 

hero of Ithaca has established the island's far-reaching fame. Thus, hearing the name of 

Ithaca spoken by the words of his patron goddess, Odysseus rejoices in his homecoming: 

"he was glad, and rejoiced in his land, the land of his fathers, as he heard the word of Pallas 

Athene, daughter of Zeus, who bears the aegis."95 

Odysseus may hear the words of Athena but he does not know it is she; it is a young 

princely shepherd he sees standing before him. Nor does he see Ithaca; the mist is not 

93 r\ TOI uev rpnxeta KOU oux innr\kaz6<; eattv, 
ou5e Ainv Auitprj, dtdp ou5' eupeux T8TUKTCU. 

ev uev y«p oi avcoc, d9eccpaTo<;, ev 5E TE oivoc, 
YfyvETai: aiei 5' ou(3poc, E'XEI Te6aAuTd x eepan: 
aiyifioxoc, 5' ayaQr\ veal (3OU|3OTO<;: EOTI UEV uAn 
TtavToin, ev 5' dp5uol Ercnetavol na.pi.aoi. (13.242-47.) 
94 x€) TOI, ^etv', 'iGaKnc, ye vccri ec, Tpoinv ovou' IKEI, 

trjv nep tnAoO cpaalv 'AxauSoc, EUUEVOCI ai'nc,. (13.248-49.) Murray. 
95 coq cpdto, vf̂ 9Ti<rev ok itoAutAac, Sioc, 'OSuaasuq, 
Xcxipwv f\ yair\ Ttatpwin, wq oi eeiite 
IlaAAdc, AGnvain, Koupn Aioc,, aiyioxoio (13.251-52). Ibid. 
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dispersed. It is at the moment of Athena's revelation of Ithaca that Odysseus is compelled 

to disguise his real identity: "yet he did not speak the truth, but checked the word before it 

was uttered, always revolving in his breast thoughts of great cunning."96 No longer a 

stranger in a strange land, Odysseus holds back the truth, he gives himself a different 

identity and pretends to be a strange to Ithaca. He is from broad Crete, and, yes, he has 

heard of Ithaca far over the open sea, but was brought here unintentionally by the 

Phoenicians who left him grieving and troubled with all of this treasure.97 

96KCX{ uiv cpwvrjaac. enea TTTeposvta rcpoanuSa: 
ou5' o y' afa]&ea erne, TidAiv 5' o ye Kat,exo uO0ov, 
a id evl ornSeaci voov TtoAuKepSea vcouwv (13.254-53). Murray. 
970dysseus' clever tale of deceit: 
TtuvGavouqv 'I0dKr|C, ye KOU ev KpnTn supetn, 
tnAoO u7T£p TTOVTOU: vuv 5' eiXr\KovBa KOC! OCUTOC. 

xprjuaoi cuv toioSeaai: Airrcov 5' ex\ rcaial tooaOta 
(peuyco, enei cpiAov via KaxeKxavov 'l5ouevfjoq, 
'OpciAoxov ro55ac, OOKUV, OC. sv Kprjtr] eupein 
dvEpac, aAcpnatdc; VIKCX xaxeeooi noSeoaiv, 
ouveKd ue oxepeaai rfjc; Ant5oc, fjBsAe ndoqq 
TpcoidSoc;, tfjc, BVEK' eyth rrd0ov dAyea 0uu(p, 
dvSpaiv i s uToAeuouc; dAeyeivd xe KUUCXTOC neipcov, 
OUVEK' dp' oux a> Ttatpl xapi^ouevoq Gepditeuov 
Sfjuco evi Tpcotov, dAA' dAAwv ipxov eraipwv. 
TOV uev eyw KOCTIOVTOC (3dAov xotAKrjpei 5oupl 
dyp60ev, kyyvc, 65oTo Aoxnaduevoc; auv etavpa): 
vu^ 5e udAa Svocpepr) Katsx' oupavov, ou5e TIC. f\\xeac; 
dv9pd>Taov ev6r\oe, AdGov 5e e 9uuov dnoupac;. 
aurdp enei 5r| TOV ye KatsKtavov b£,ei XOL\KG>, 

(XUTIK' eywv em vfja vawv <J>OIVIKCXC, dyauouc; 
eAAiodunv, vcai aqnv UEVOEIKECX AnTSa 5wKa: 
touc; u' evceAeuca IluAovSe K<xxaaxf\aai Kal ecpeaaai 
r\ eiq "HAiSa 5iav, o0i Kpatsouorv 'Eneiov. 
dAA' fj TOI acpsac, KEI0£V dTtcoaato ic, dveuoto 
noAA' d£Ka(ouevouc;, ou5* f|0£Aov E^aroxTfjaai. 
K£i0£v 5£ TtAayx0evT£c; iKdvou£v £v0d5£ VUKTOC;. 

OTtou5fj 5' eq AiU£va irpo£p£ccjau£v, OU5E TIC, f|uiv 
Sopnou UVT]OTIC, £n.v, udAa n£p xat£ouaiv EAECOOCI, 

dAA' autwc; anofiavxec, £K£iu£0a vnoc. cmavxec;. 
£V0' £U£ UEV YAUKUC. urcvoc; £TttiAu0£ KEKuncota, 
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if Odysseus' failure to recognize Ithaca provoked Athena's scorn, his lie about his 

identity invokes her pleasure. Smiling, the flashing-eyed goddess reaches out and "stroked 

him with her hand.. ."98 With this reaching out and caressing of the man who attempts to 

lie to her, Athena demonstrates her affection for Odysseus. What is the reason for this? 

Why the gestures of familiarity? Athena does not pay such attention to just any man; yet 

she recognizes Odysseus ou5' 6 y dAn0ea elite" and she delights in the lie she hears. 

Odysseus' cleverness is clearly far inferior to Athena's; he has not miraculously changed his 

shape; he has lied about his real name by giving himself another. Yet, Athena delights in 

this disguise and in a "unique" expression of intimacy, names Odysseus by his epithet, 

TiovKiAoufita.100 Odysseus cannot hide the truth from Athena; his skill for deceit is how she 

knows him: "Stubborn man, insatiate in deceit, not even in your own land, it seems were 

you to cease from guile and deceitful tales, which you love from the bottom of your 

heart."101 It is, therefore, in the very changing of his identity that Odysseus definitively 

shows his true nature to the goddess. He does not make himself seem like a different man 

from the land of Crete; he immediately reveals the very TioAuunTic, '05uaceuc, whom Athena 

knows and loves. Athena sees Odysseus' strange story to be an expression of who he is; he 

oi 5e xpnuat' eud yAacpupfjc, EK vnoc, eAovtec, 
Kdt0eoav, ev0a nep auToc. eni ipaudGoioiv eKeiunv, 
oi 5' ec. Zv5ovinv eu vaiouevnv dva(3dvt£c, 
#XOVT': aurdp &/&> Amounv dKCCxrjuevoc. Htop. (13.256-86) 
98a>c, cpdto, ueiSncev 8e Ged yXavK&mt; 'AQrjvn, 
Xeipv xe uiv Katepe^e: (13.287-88) Murray. 
"13.254. 
100 "Athena - uniquely - uses Odysseus' epithet TTOiKiAoufJToc, 'of many various wiles,' as a 
vocative, thus conveying a tone of intimacy." Dawe. In. 293. 
101 Kep5ocAeoq K ei'n veal ETIIKAOTIOC. OC. ae 7tapeA0oi 
ev TtdvTeocn SoAoiai, KOC! ei 0e6c. dvtidaeie. 
oxetAie, TtoiKiAoufjTa, SoAcov at', OUK dp' eueAAec;, 
ou5' ev afj rrep ecbv yccirj, Arĵ eiv drtatdcov 
uu0cov te KAOTTICOV, OI TOI ne560ev cpiAoi eiaiv. (13.291-95). 
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cannot resist from cunning and untrue tales because they belong to his very nature. 

Caught in the act of fabricating a falsehood, Odysseus performs an act of self-expression: 

Ah, thou audacious inventor of falsehood, insatiate trickster . . . 
Weaving thy fables, wherein from the ground of thy heart thou 
delightest."102 

The goddess of ufJTic, and wiles, in divine Olympos Athena is "divine intelligence 

incarnate."103 It is, therefore, with unobstructed clarity that the goddess hears Odysseus' 

cunning tale and knows she is confronted with a mind that is like her own. The Odysseus 

who lies to her is not only noAuur|tvc, 'OSucaeuc, but also Sioc, 'OSuaoeuc,. Athena's physical 

gesture of stroking Odysseus with her hand thus signifies an intimacy between the divine 

mind of Athena and the godlike mind of Odysseus. It is with his cleverness that Odysseus 

comes close to the goddess and it is to this that she reciprocally extends herself. In 

Odysseus' tale, Athena recognizes a capacity for cunning that is like her own: both she and 

the man before her are "well versed in craft."104 It is, therefore, by lying to Athena that 

Odysseus reveals his likeness to her through an imitation of her skill; he flatters the 

goddess with a demonstration of his godlikeness. It is this likeness that Athena articulates 

when she says: 

We are both of us practiced 
Weavers of wiles - for of all mankind thou art easily foremost 
Both in thy counsels and speech, and amid the immortals I win me 
Fame for my wit and my wiles.105 

To hear Odysseus give a performance of his kleos is for Athena to hear her own kleos 

resonate. The man who is "by far the best among men in counsel and in speech" is like no 

102 Cotterill, p. 180. 
103 Jean-Pierre Vernant, Mortals and Immortals. Ed. Froma I. Zeitlin. (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press) 1991, p. 46. 
104 8i5oTec, aucpw K£p5e' (13.296-97). 
105 Cotterill, p. 180. 
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other god but Athena who is "famed among all the gods for wisdom and craft."106 Aroused 

by the manifestation of her own likeness, it is with a smile and the touch of her hand that 

the goddess spontaneously makes herself recognizable to her favorite: 

So he spoke, and the goddess, flashing-eyed Athena smiled and stroked him 
with her hand, and changed herself to the form of a woman, beautiful, tall, 
and skilled in glorious handiwork.107 

The skill that distinguishes Odysseus as the best among men summons its divine match. 

Odysseus cannot hide from the one who knows the wiliness of tricks first hand; it is Athena 

who is KepSocAeoc, and ETUKAOTOC. when meeting him, it is she who goes beyond him in all 

forms of cunning.108 

There is much controversy over this particular metamorphosis of the goddess. 

Many scholars interpret Athena's manifestation as "a woman, beautiful and tall, and skilled 

in glorious handiwork" to be the goddess' revelation of her "real shape." De Jong finds the 

verb "rjiKTO," "she resembled" to suggest that Athena's form is still a disguise, but goes on 

to say that "as Athena is the patroness of female handiwork... this one comes close to her 

real identity and is therefore conducive to her self-revelation."109 Dawe agrees that if 

Athena wished to convince Odysseus of her true identity, the revelation of her true shape 

would be "a sensible thing to do;" however, "the actual words chosen favor the idea of a 

second disguise." Moreover, according to Dawe, for Homer to give his Olympian goddess 

106 end av uev eaai (3potwv ox' dpicToc, dndvrwv 
|3ouAfj Kai uuSovovv, eyco 5' ev KCCOI 0eoiai 
urin T£ KAeouai Kai KepSeaw: (13.297-99) 
107 coc, (petto, ue(5naev Se 0ed yAauKumic, A0fjvn, 
xevpi xi uiv Katepe^e: Ssuac. 5' rji'KTo yuvaiKi 
KaAfi re ueydAn te Kai dyAad epya iSuin: (13.287-89) Murray. 
108 KepSaAeoc, K ein Kai eniKAoTtoc, oc. oe irapeASoi 
ev Ttdvreaai SoAovai (13.291-92). 
109 DeJong,n. 13.221-440. 
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the testimonial, "with splendid accomplishments' would be patronizing.110 Jean-Pierre 

Vernant seems to share Dawe's sentiment, but articulates it in other words: 

As a boy or a woman, Athena's visible body fails equally to express what the 
goddess authentically is. It fails to designate the invisible body made of 
undying energy, power, and vitality, and, in the case of Athena, a sovereign 
mastery of the art of cunning intelligence, ingenious stratagems, skillful 
know-how, shrewd lies.111 

If we align ourselves with Vernant's position, whether or not Athena assumes her 

"real" or "true" shape will not distract us; by transforming herself before Odysseus, Athena 

reveals herself to him. Let us look again at the line: wc, cpdro, ue(5naev 5e 0ed yAauKwrac, 

'A0nvn, /xeipi te uvv Katepe^e. "Thus had he spoken when, smiling, the grey-eyed goddess 

Athene/Touched him with a gentle caress.. .""2 Odysseus' words clearly inspire within the 

goddess the desire for contact, the desire to reveal her proximity to him. But as we noted 

above, the proximity of which Athena speaks is not a physical likeness but an intellectual 

likeness. The intimacy with which she recognizes him cannot, therefore, be fully realized 

by reaching out with her hand and touching him; however this physical gesture gives way 

to a divine epiphany: Seuocc, 5' fjiKto yuvavxi /KaAfj re usydAri re veal ayXaa epya i5uin. That 

is to say, the tale Odysseus cunningly tells is a kind of divine revelation. The particular 

form Athena assumes is secondary to the fact that the reaching out of her hand denotes a 

cognitive reaching out to a reflection of her own divine image. It is upon contact with this 

likeness that the goddess reveals herself. 

Athena is pleased by Odysseus' deceptive story but she does not allow him too much 

satisfaction. After admiring his unrelenting love of cunning tricks and tales, she says: 

110 Dawe, In. 288. 
111 Vernant, Jean-Pierre. Ibid. p. 45. 
112 Cotterill, p. 180. 
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"Come, let us speak no longer thereof!"113 Declaring herself the winner, Athena asserts the 

superiority of her divine ufjric, and the proof of her victory: 

ou5e ov y eyvcoc, ncxAAdS' A0nvoanv, Koupnv Aioc/14 

Once again we hear the sound of Odysseus' failure to recognize. The same activity 

of not-recognizing that occurred when Odysseus awoke in his native land takes place in his 

encounter with Athena. The goddess appears to him, she comes near him, and he does not 

recognize her. Why does Odysseus not recognize the shepherd as his patron goddess? As 

she claims, she guards him in all things; it is she who made him beloved by the 

Phaeacians.115 We were troubled by Odysseus' failure to recognize Ithaca, but are we 

alarmed at his failure to recognize Athena? If both Ithaca and Athena appear to Odysseus 

but are unrecognized by him, why does Athena's claim ou5e av y' evvooc, IlaAAdS' 'A0nvoanv, 

Koupnv Aide, seem like a self-evident assertion of superiority and ou5e uvv eyvci) an 

unexpected blunder in our hero? To address this discrepancy, let us examine how 

Odysseus responds to Athena' revelation. 

Odysseus is surprisingly unaffected by the self-identification of the goddess. He is 

not amazed by Athena's metamorphosis; he is not pleased by her praise or offended by her 

criticism. De Jong says "our hero is clearly annoyed"116 and Dawe finds the lack of response 

disconcerting: "Lastly we notice that the sudden change from boy to woman elicits no 

113dAA' aye, unKeiri raOta AeyooueGoc (13.296). Cotterill, p. 180. 
11413.299-300. 
115 <r r > ^ 

*.. x\ re TOI oaei 
ev Tcdvteacn TTOVOIOI napiatauai r|5e cpuAdaaca, 
nod 5e ae <J>airJK£cai cpvAov navteaaiv e'9nKa, 
vuv av 5eup' vKounv, iva toi ovv ufjtiv ucprjvoo 
Xpnuatd re Kpuipco, oca toi OoanKeq dyauol 
WTtaaav oTvcaS' iovu eufj ^ouAn te voco te, (13.302-5). 
116 Jong, Ins. 312-13. 
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response whatever from Odysseus. Most of us would find it disconcerting."117 We will see, 

however, that Odysseus does defend himself against Athena and he does so by situating her 

victory within the context of their respective natures: 

"dpyaAsov oe, 9ed, yvoovai (3pota) dvndaava, 

veal udA' ETtiatauevcp: oe yap auTrjv navel EIOKEK;. (13.212-13) 

Odysseus distinguishes himself from Athena's power to disguise with one word: 

dpyaAsov: It is hard. We are by now familiar with the difficulty Odysseus experiences 

when he is met with an appearance that seems unfamiliar to him. We have examined the 

factors that affect a strangeness or difference in his seeing and give way to his frustration 

and despair. Odysseus himself now articulates the logic of his failure to recognize. In the 

same way the poet introduced the reason for Odysseus' failure to recognize Ithaca with the 

conjunction, ydp (for about him the goddess had shed a mist) Odysseus introduces the 

reason it is hard for him to recognize Athena: it is hard, goddess... oe ydp auxriv navel 

euTKeic; for you liken yourself to all things. If we trace the logic of Odysseus' failure to 

recognize Athena, we will see that it follows the logic of his not-recognizing Ithaca. Let us 

look closely at the Greek: ydp, because/for the reason that (conjunction), ok, you, (singular 

accusative pronoun) EUJKEIC;, liken (present indicative active verb) auxf|V, yourself (singular 

accusative feminine adjective) navel, to everything (singular dative neuter adjective). That 

is to say, Odysseus sees Athena to make her singular nature into a plurality of things. It is 

hard for him to discern the goddess as the object he sees because she slips from one into 

many; Athena can make herself like all things: "for thou takes upon thee every shape."118 

How she appears in her various likenesses thus seems to Odysseus like Ithaca through the 

Dawe, In. 288. 
Butcher and Lang, p. 217. 
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mist. And in the same way Odysseus failed to recognize Ithaca because he could not see 

that the many appearances of the landscape around him were unified under his knowing of 

Ithaca, he cannot recognize Athena because, although she stands near him, her differing 

appearances escape the unity his thought desires. Thus when he says, "dpycxAeov . . ." we 

hear again Odysseus' groaning for Ithaca as he stands upon its misty shores. 

Like his failure to recognize Ithaca, Odysseus' failure to recognize Athena is a 

consequence of a disjunction between what is seen and what is known. However, unlike 

his relationship to clear-seen Ithaca, Odysseus' recognition of Athena cannot be facilitated 

by a common relation to sight. The reciprocal relation of likeness that exists between the 

seeing subject and seen object does not characterize the relationship between man and 

goddess: 

Oh goddess! thou art able to elude, 
Wherever met, the keenest eye of man 
For thou all shapes assum'st.. .119 

Odysseus' knowing cannot grasp the goddess as its object because her divine nature 

transcends the anthropomorphic manifestations she assumes. It belongs to the nature of 

Athena's divine mind to be cloaked in multiplicity. Athena may make herself like the form 

of a bird, a young girl, a shepherd and Mentor,120 but, as Vernant contends, each of these 

manifestations fails to fully express the pure cunning and intelligence of the daughter of 

Zeus.121 Accordingly, if Athena's appearances do not fully designate who she is, how 

Odysseus sees her will not fully correspond to his knowing of her. Constrained by the 

necessity of likeness for recognition, how Odysseus sees the goddess subverts the means by 

119 Cowper, p. 199. 
120 At 7.18 Athena appears as a young girl, at 22.240 she is a swallow, and she is Mentor at 
24.502, 548. 
121 Vernant, Ibid. p. 45. 
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which he recognizes: Athena is at once different from and like all her appearances. Unlike 

his knowing of clear-seen Ithaca, however, knowing that Athena takes all shapes upon her 

does not make him recognize her, it makes him know that she is hard to recognize. Thus, 

despite being extremely wise (udA' ETUCTOCUEVU)) and meeting the goddess face to face, what 

confronts Odysseus is his difficulty recognizing the divine presence. Proximity does not 

overcome the distance between them because Athena's appearances are not conclusive in 

their revelation. Odysseus' seeing of the goddess, therefore, does not necessarily result in 

the recognition of her anymore than his seeing of all things through the mist made him 

recognize his native land. 

Odysseus exposes the way in which Athena's divine nature resists the relationship 

between seeing and knowing when he confronts her claim to be continually present. He 

tells the goddess he knows one thing for certain: Not since the war ten years ago has he 

seen her or perceived her with his mind - not in any capacity that would ward off sorrow 

from him at least. If Athena stands beside him in all things and was present during those 

ten years, why did he not see her or mark her coming on board his ship? Why was he 

wandering, bearing within his breast a stricken heart? m In Athena's appearance Odysseus 

sees all the other lands to which her father's brother Poseidon has driven him. In her 

unfailing confidence he sees his continual fear of a denied homecoming. Odysseus situates 

Athena in his terms for recognition and does not see her; he looks upon his patron goddess 

122
 TOOTO 5' eyojv eu ot5', on uoi raxpoc, r|mn rjc9<x, 

rjoc, evl Tpovn TtoAeuî ousv utec, 'Axaiwv. 
aut&p end npiduoio noAiv 5ienepaau£v antrjv, 
f̂juev 5' ev vrJEaoi, Geoc, 8' £Ke5aaaev 'Axavouc;, 

ou ae y' ETTEITOC i5ov, Koupn Aioc,, ou5' Evonaa 
vnoc/eufjc £7ii(3aaav, OTTOOC, TI UOI aAyoc, dAdAKOiq. 
dAA' aid cppEaiv fjorv EXCOV SESOUYUEVOV nT0P 
rjAcounv . . . (13.314-21). Murray. 
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and cannot see his homecoming fulfilled. Unable to discern a correlation between his 

absence from Ithaca and this goddess who "was not ever disbelieving"123 he would return 

home, Odysseus finds a resemblance between her words and the character of the 

Phaeacians - she has not been entirely wise or just. Even as she tells him of his likeness to 

her, Odysseus believes his treasures have been stolen; Athena is other than she seems; she 

is surely lying to him about his native land. Having said it before to the cliffs and hills and 

trees and bays, Odysseus accuses Athena of the Phaeacians' broken promise: "I do not 

believe I have come to clear-seen Ithaca."124 In the face of the goddess' appearance, 

Odysseus' knowing is concealed and his capacity to recognize deserts him. He cannot see 

Ithaca through the lens of Athena's interminable metamorphoses. Deprived of the 

correlating activity of the same, Odysseus denies Athena's words as true and fills the 

negative space with an indefinite modification: "no it is some other land over which I roam, 

and you, I think, speak thus in mockery to beguile my mind."125 Odysseus, who moments 

before rejoiced in the words of the shepherd, is cast into doubt and thrown back into 

oblivion and wandering. The revelation of Athena's presence does not restore to him his 

native land but cheats him with another land. Unable to see clearly what is closest to him, 

Odysseus demands of the goddess what he cannot ask the Phaeacians in their ship-shaped 

stone:126 "tell me whether in very truth I have come to my own native land."127 

123 autdp eyu) to uev ou nor' dmateov (13.339-40). Murray. 
1 2 4 » * ' • ' • 

. . . ou YaP o u o 

rJKeiv elq 'I0ccKnv euSeieAov, dAAd TIV' dAAnv 
yoaav dvaatpecpouai: ae 5e KepToueoucav oico 
TCXOT' dyopeueuevai, iv' eudq cppevac, r|Ttepojt£uaric,— 
(13.324-25). Ibid. 
125 Ibid. 
126 Poseidon has fulfilled the prophecy of Alcinoos' father and turned the ship that carried 
Odysseus to safety to stone: "And she drew close to shore, the seafaring ship, speeding 
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When Odysseus lied to Athena she caressed him with her hand and articulated the 

likeness between then. Now when he rebukes her, she reaches out again, saying: 

Ever is the thought in your breast, and therefore it is that I cannot leave you 
in your sorrow, for you are soft of speech, keen of wit, and prudent.128 

The sorrow Odysseus says continually ravaged his heart Athena sees is present in 

him now: "aiei," always, she says, you are unwilling to believe. Unable to leave him in 

doubt, she extends herself towards his misery and announces its completion: "Therefore it 

is that I cannot leave you . . ." Athena admits Odysseus' wandering; she was not willing to 

fight against Poseidon.129 But the anger of her father's brother did not negate her 

confidence in his return home; Odysseus' wandering was to Athena a matter of course: "But 

as for me, I never doubted this, but in my heart knew it well, that you would come home 

after losing all your comrades."130 It is by establishing her negative relation to disbelief 

(cxuT&p eyco TO uev ov nor' dmcrceov) that Athena articulates her positive relation to 

Odysseus homecoming: dAA' ev\ 0uu(£> ffSe'. In her heart she was not ever disbelieving he 

would return home. Like Thetis in the Iliad, rising from the sea in her misty form to 

comfort her son Achilles, the disparity between Odysseus' human nature and Athena's 

swiftly on her way. Then near her came the Earth-shaker and turned her to stone, and 
• rooted her fast beneath by a blow of the flat of his hand, and then he was gone." (13.160-64, 
170-78) Murray. 
127 £iK£ uoi ei sxeov ye (piAriv sc, narpiS' iKdvco." (13.328) Murray. 
128 aiei TOI TOIOOTOV evl oxr\Qsaai von.ua: 
TCO ae Kocl ov 5uvauoa npoAmevv SUGTTIVOV eovra, 
ouvevc' eitnTrjc, eaoi KOU dyxwooc, xai execppcov. 
129 dAAd TOI OUK eQeXr\aa noaeiSdwvi u&xeoGai 
narpoKaaiyvriTa), oc, TOI KOTOV evOnro 0uuip> 
Xtoouevoc, on ov uiov cpiAov e^aAdwaac,. (13.341-43). 
130 auTap eyd) TO piv ov TTOT' dm'oTeov, dAA' evl Guuco 
fj5e', o vooxr\o£i<; oAeaac, aico navxaq eTaipouc,. (13.339-40) Ibid. 
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divine nature is made manifest by more than a different relation to appearance.131 The 

difference between goddess and man is a cognitive difference that is as immeasurable as 

time itself. One by one Odysseus lost all his friends and wished that he too had died at sea. 

Athena "ne'er was ignorant, but well foreknew" that not until after the loss his friends 

would Odysseus return.132 

131 "Achilles, from his friends withdrawing, sat 
Beside the hoary ocean-marge, and gazed 
On the black deep beyond, and stretch his hands, 
And prayed to his dear mother, earnestly: -

"Mother! Since thou didst bring me forth to dwell 
Brief space on earth, Olympian Jupiter, 
Who thunder in the highest, should have filled 
That space with honors, but he grants them not. 
Wide-ruling Agamemnon takes and holds 
The prize I won, and thus dishonors me." 

Thus, shedding tears, he spake. His mother heard, 
Sitting within the ocean deeps, beside 
Her aged father. Swiftly from the waves 
Of the gray deep emerging like a cloud, 
She sat before him as he wept, and smoothed 
His brow with her soft hand, and kindly said: -

"My child, why weepest thou? What grief is this? 
Speak, and hide nothing, so that both may know." 

Achilles, swift of foot, sighed heavily, 
And said: "Thou know'st already. Why relate 
These things to thee, who art apprised of all? 
William Cullen Bryant, The Iliad of Homer, Vol. II. (Boston: Fields, Osgood, & Co, 1870) 1.437-
57. 
It is not possible within the scope of this paper to fully discuss this, perhaps one of the 
most tender of interactions between a divine being and a mortal, in Homer. However, 
what is primary and significant to our argument is Achilles' response to Thetis' desire to 
console him. Achilles articulates the difference between his understanding and his 
mother's. Achilles knows his mother's superior nature and to a certain degree is frustrated 
by her condescension. He is right; he does not need to tell Thetis the story of Agamemnon 
stealing Briseis; she knows it already. Nevertheless, the cognitive inequality between the 
two does not separate them entirely. Thetis in her misty shape strokes her son with her 
hand and he tells her why he despairs. 
132 Cowper, p. 199. 
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Just as Athena recognized a resemblance between Odysseus and herself, she also 

recognizes the difference between their two natures. Odysseus' relation to knowing is not 

like that of a god; it matters not that Calypso has not seen Hermes,133 just as Thetis does not 

need to hear Achilles' tale to know why he despairs. Conversely, Odysseus' knowing must 

be facilitated, mediated, by an object. It is thus that Athena invites Odysseus to view his 

native land. If Odysseus is to recognize she speaks the truth, she must show him Ithaca: 

But come, I will show you the land of Ithaca, so that you may be sure. This is 
the harbor of Phorcys, the old man of the sea, and here at the head of the 
harbor is the long-leafed olive tree, and near it is the pleasant, shadowy 
cave, sacred to the nymphs that are called Naiads. This, you my be sure, is 
the vaulted cave in which you used to offer to the Nymphs perfect 
hecatombs; and yonder is Mount Neriton, clothed with its forests.134 

o5s, rj5s, touto. Surrounded in mist dAAoeiSea <paiv£CK£TO navxa avaKXi. The long 

paths, lovely trees, steep cliffs and safe bays seemed unlike Ithaca and made Odysseus 

unable to recognize. It is this indistinct plurality of shapes that Athena now counters with 

her words: coc, eiiroOoa 0ed aKe5ac,' r|epa, evaato 5e xQoov. "So spoke the goddess, and 

scattered the mist, and the land appeared."135 By naming the harbor, the tree and the 

mountain, Athena transforms the many strange appearances that kept Odysseus from 

recognizing Ithaca, into singular objects of signification: 

133 After admiring the garden of Calypso, Hermes "went straight into the wide cave; nor did 
Calypso, the beautiful goddess, fail to know him, when she saw him face to face; for not 
unknown are the immortal gods to one another, even though one dwells in a home far 
away." (5.77-80) Murray. 
134 dAA' aye roi 5eî w 'iGdKnc, e'Soq, ocppa nenoiGnc;. 
OopKirvoc, usv 55' ecrri Aiurjv, dAioio yepovtot;, 
fjSe 5' em vcpotToc, Aiuevoc, ravucpuAAoc, eAain: 
&YXo9i 5' autfjc, avtpov enxjpaTov risposiSec,, 
ipov vuucpdwv, av vnidSec, KCXASOVTOU: 

TOOTO 5e toi aiteoq eaxi Katnpecpeq, ev0a av noAAdc, 
EpSeavcec, vuucpnci xeXr\eaaac, EKaroupac,: 
roOto be Nrjpvrov ecrav opoc, Karaeiuevov u'An (13.344-51). Ibid. 
135 Murray, 13.352. 
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This is the harbor of Phorcys . . . here at the head of the harbor is the long-
leafed olive tree . . . this, you may be sure, is the vaulted cave in which you 
used to offer . . . and there is Mount Neriton .. ,136 

While it is common for wc, to occur as a parenthetical remark with verbs of 

speaking, it can also have a concurrent sense: thus, as. Taken in conjunction with the 

deictic pronouns, our argument for the contemporaneous sense of coc, is strengthened. 

While the goddess speaks, she signals the particularity of Odysseus' surroundings and 

literally demonstrates what is near in place, time and thought. Perhaps Athena gestures 

with her hand, perhaps she simply speaks, but by distinguishing each thing as it is, a kind 

of reconciliation takes place: Athena unifies the land with her words. The generalizing 

plurals are restored to their particularity and in this restoration the land of Ithaca 

emerges. By revealing the true nature of the parts of Ithaca, she at once restores the 

relationship of these parts to the whole. The hills and trees now signify their relation to 

the one land: they are Ithaca. The uiv that was unrecognizable is made recognizable as 

Athena herself shows Odysseus the xQtov that surrounds him. 

The verb aKeSdvvuui helpfully illustrates the revelatory power of Athena's words. 

If Athena's speech disperses the mist, by implication, these same words shed light around 

Odysseus. Often used to describe the rays of the sun, 0K£5dvvuui means to scatter and 

disperse.137 It is, therefore, by scattering the mist that Athena literally sheds light on 

Ithaca's natural landscape and reveals the characteristic quality by which the island is 

known.138 Whether Ithaca's fixed epithet means sunny or clear-seen, in the presence of 

light Odysseus sees Ithaca in the way it is characteristically known. With her words Athena 

136 Murray, 13.345-51. 
137 Cf. LSJ entry for OKeSctvvuui: to scatter, disperse. 
138 Lattimore, in fact, translates the epithet, 'I0ctKnv EUSEIEAOV as "sunny Ithaka." 
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restores the order of Ithaca's landscape, and she does so in the sight of its ruler. The 

strange and different appearances are banished as a likeness to the same is restored. Just 

as Athena divided Ithaca from its true nature by pouring the mist, she reassembles Ithaca 

into Odysseus' clear-seen native land by the pouring of light. It is with this activity that 

she takes Odysseus from his sorrow; by dispersing the mist she removes the distance 

between lord and land and reveals the clear-seen nature of each: 

So saying, the Goddess scatter'd from before 
His eyes all darkness, and he knew the land. 
Then felt Ulysses, Hero toil-injured, 
Transport unutterable, seeing plain, 
Once more his native isle.139 

Just as the unclear sight of Ithaca provoked a negative physical reaction in 

Odysseus, the plain sight of the land results in an equally but opposite response. The same 

surroundings that made him slap his thighs in despair are now the object of relief and joy; 

Odysseus rejoices in his native land, he kisses the shores of the loud-sounding sea. It is the 

earth that feeds him: 

Glad then was the much-enduring, noble Odysseus, rejoicing in his own land, 
and he kissed the grain-giving earth, the giver of grain.140 

This is the response we expect when Odysseus arrives on Ithaca: an immediate 

expression of recognition, a positive engagement with things that are known to him. 

However, as our first three chapters have shown, what we receive is despair, curses and a 

disconcerting failure to see what is most present to him. Waking up on Ithaca, Odysseus is 

made unrecognizing and is deprived of the very light by which he sees and knows the 

139 coc, eiTioOca 0ed axeSac/ r\epa, eicato 5e xQtov: 
yrjGnaev x ap' eneixa TroAutAac. 5ioc, '05ucc£uc;, 
Xavpcov fj yair|, KUOE 5e ̂ eiScopov apoupav. (13.352-54) Cowper, p. 200. 
140 yrjSnaev t' ap' ejiEita TtoAutAac, 5IOC, '05ucoeuc;, 
Xavpcov f\ yair\, Kuae 5e t̂ eiScapov apoupav (13.352-53) Murray. 
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world around him. Cowper's translation is right, therefore, to convey that when Athena 

speaks and reveals Ithaca, she scatters from his eyes all darkness. When she removes the 

visual barrier that kept Odysseus from seeing Ithaca she restores light, not just to 

Odysseus' physical sight, but also to his cognitive sight. By dispersing the mist she makes 

him actively recognizing; as light comes to his seeing, it comes to his knowing. The 

scattering of all darkness is, therefore, an assembling of light both natural and intellective; 

and, in the same way all things were changed by the pouring of mist, in the shedding of 

light all things are transformed. Odysseus' despair in the land he gazed upon is turned to 

joy; the treasures that encumbered him are his gifts of thanksgiving, and the goddess who 

mocked him is the daughter of Zeus whose blessing he requires: 

At once he prayed to the nymphs with outstretched hands: You Naiad 
nymphs, daughters of Zeus, never did I think to behold you again, but now I 
hail you with loving prayers. And gifts will I give, as before if the daughter 
of Zeus, she that drives the spoil, will graciously grant me to live, and will 
bring to manhood my dear son.141 

In this expression of contingency (oc'iKev ea Ttpocppwv ue Aioc; Bvyaxr]p ayeXeir\/avx6v re 

(coeiv KOU uoi cpiAov uiov de^n) we see the activity of Odysseus' recognizing beginning to 

embrace more than that of his not-recognizing. When Odysseus awoke on his native land 

he knew neither that he was on Ithaca nor that he was surrounded in mist. But now as the 

mist dissipates and Odysseus sees the hill and tree and harbor, he also sees the cause that 

restores them to their proper nature - and he sees that he too stands in the light of the 

goddess who restores his sight and sustains it. It is Athena who preserves Telemachus' life 

141 vuucpai vnidSsq, vcoupai Aioc;, ou TTOT' syw ye 
6ipecr6' uuu' ecpdunv: vuv 5' euxcoAfjc; dyavfioi 
Xaipet': dtdp KOU 5u>pa SiSwaouev, obc, TO ratpoc, rap, 
ou K£v ea iipocppwv ue Aioc, Qvyaxr\p dyeAein 
autov re ĉoew KOU UOI cpv'Aov uiov de^n. (13.353-58). Murray. 
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and his own. Athena responds to Odysseus' request by directing his attention to the 

treasure given to him by Phaeacians: 

Be of good cheer, and let not these things distress your heart. But let us now 
at once set your goods in the innermost recess of the sacred cave . . . and let 
us ourselves take thought how all may turn out excellently.142 

Odysseus eagerly accepts Athena's command and together the two hide the treasure: 

Thus when the goddess had spoken she plunged into the shadowy cavern 
Eagerly searching for places of hiding; and quickly Odysseus 
bringing the whole of his treasure - the gold and the bronze adamantine 
Finely wrought garments as well, that the Phaeacians had given 
- Stowed them away; and a boulder was set in the door by the goddess 
Pallas Athena, the daughter of Zeus who beareth the aegis. 
Then did the twain at the base of the sacred olive recline them, 
There to consul, devising the doom of the insolent suitors.143 

It is hard to overestimate the significance of this shared activity between the goddess and 

the man. Athena seeks out the dark and secret places and Odysseus carries the gifts inside. 

These are the gifts Odysseus received by Athena's will. They are more in number than all 

the booty he received at Troy and he carries all of them into the cave (ocutdp 

'OSucasuc,/ aoaov ndvx ecpopei...). There is no item he leaves behind or takes with him. 

Nor is there any evidence that he goes back to retrieve anything. Athena places a stone at 

the door and we may assume that it is she who must remove it. 

142 9dpo£i, urj TOV TOOTCC uetd cppecn afjci ueAovxcov. 
dAAd xpnVaTOt V^v V x̂w dvtpou BeaTtsaiovo 
Geiuev auxiKOc vuv, iva Ttep Ta8e toi ooa uiuvn: 
autol 5e cppa£a)ue0' oncoc. ox' apiara yevr|tai. (13.362-65) Murray. 
143 coc. evTiouoa 9ed 50ve aTieoc, r)£poei5e(;, 
ucnouevn. KeuGuwvac. dvd oneoc; autdp '05uaceuc, 
daaov Ttdvt' ecpopei, xpwov KOU dreipea X«AK6V 
ei'uard T' eunovrita, xa oi ®oun.K£C. E'SWKOCV. 
veal td UEV £u Kat£0nK£, AiOov 5' £Tt£9nK£ 9upnoi 
naAAdc; 'A9nvain, Koupn Aioc, aiyvoxoio. 
TO) 5E Ka9£^ou£vw ieprjc; napd icu9u£v' iXair\q 
xppa^£a9nv uvncJtfjpoiv UTt£pcpidAoiaiv oA£9pov. (13.366-73) Cotterill, p. 182. 
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The treasure Athena requests Odysseus hide with her is also that which, we may 

remember, so preoccupied him in his despair. To Odysseus, the gifts confirmed his 

wandering. He had nowhere to hide them and nowhere to take them. The treasures were 

also the evidence that he believed would prove the Phaeacians' true nature. Surely, he 

thought, they took some of it with them in their ship. Yet, when Odysseus counted it all, 

he missed nothing, and still wept for Ithaca and for himself, lost in a strange land he did 

not know. 

There is transition that takes place in the relationship between Odysseus and 

Athena in the hiding of the gifts and the poet signifies this transition when he describes 

the subsequent action of the two. After the treasures are stored safely away, goddess and 

man sit (KaOê ouevoo ) by the sacred olive tree and plan (<ppâ £C0nv) the death of the 

suitors.144 The duals represent not only the physical proximity between Athena and 

Odysseus, but more significantly, suggest the beginning of a new cognitive intimacy 

between them.145 By removing the gifts from sight, Athena redirects Odysseus' desire to 

recognize towards a knowing that cannot be grasped by counting and numbers. She turns 

144 TOO 5E KOC0£^OU£VU) tepfjc, Ttocpd 7tu9u£v' eXair\<; 
cppoc^EoGnv uvnGTfjpaiv uTCpcpidAounv 5A.£0pov. 13.371-73. 
145 Significantly, in the recognition scene between Odysseus and Penelope, Homer employs 
the dual. I think it is fair to suggest that because the duals occur only after recognition has 
occurred (after Penelope has challenged Odysseus with the trick of their marriage bed and 
after Odysseus has told her of his voyage yet to come), Homer marks a new cognitive 
intimacy between his characters by describing them as a pair: TW 5' ertel ouv cpiAoTiqToc, 
erocpnrJTrjv epaxeivrlqJrepneaOrjv uu0oica, npoc, aAArjAouc, EVETCOVTE, (23.300-01). The act of 
re-cognition is more than the acknowledgment of familiar physical traits, it occurs when 
the likeness between two minds is established, or, as is the case of Penelope and Odysseus, 
it is re-established; Penelope is the one with whom Odysseus shares a "like mind." It is this 
common mind and heart, Odysseus tells Nausicaa, that is better than all else: "For nothing 
is greater or better than this, than when a man and a woman keep house together sharing 
one heart and mind (ouocppoveovre vorjuacnv), a great grief to their foes and a joy to their 
friends; while their own fame is unsurpassed." (6.182-85) Murray. 
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his gaze away from material objects and prepares him for her revelation. The best trickster 

among men and the most cunning of gods are now a pair; they sit together and contrive a 

plan. Side by side the mind of the goddess and the mind of Ithaca's ruler devise the fate of 

the suitors. Having revealed Ithaca's landscape to Odysseus' outer sight, Athena reveals 

the nature of his kingdom to his inner sight. She tells him that in his absence an authority 

other than his own has come into power. The Ithaca to which he returns will not appear 

like itself: 

Son of Laertes, sprung from Zeus, Odysseus of many devices, take thought 
how you may lay your hands on the shameless suitors, who now for three 
years have been lording it in your halls, wooing your godlike wife, and 
offering suitors' gifts. And she, as she continually mourns in her heart for 
your return, offers hopes to all, and has promises for each man, sending 
them messages, but her mind is set on other things.146 

It is upon this revelation that Odysseus' mind awakens. "Ah me! In all truth I was 

about to have perished in my halls by the evil fate of Agamemnon, son of Atreus, had you 

not, goddess, duly told me all."147 Odysseus now sees clearly beyond his immediate 

surroundings: Ithaca as he knows it is unrecognizable, it has been separated from its true 

nature by the unnatural rule of many men. Unable to recognize Athena in the guise of the 

shepherd, now sitting beside her at the trunk of the olive and listening to her speak, 

Odysseus recognizes the mind of the daughter of Zeus. Conceived out of his noos, Athena is 

1465ioY£vec, Aaep-nd5n, TtoAuurjxav' 'O5uaae0, 
cppd̂ eu orcwq uvnaTfjpaiv dvai5sai x^pac, ecprjaeiq, 
015f| toi tpverec, usyapov Kara Kotpaveouai, 
uvwuevoi dvTi6env aAoxov KQU £'5va 5v56vtec,: 
f\ 5e adv aid vootov 65upouevn. Kara 0uu6v 
ndvtac, uev p' e'Anei Kal umcxetai dv5pl eKdatcj), 
dvYsAiac, npoMaa, vooc, 5s oi dAAa uevoiva." (13.375-81) Murray. 
147 w rconoi, rj udAa 5r) 'Ayaueuvovoc, 'ATpei'5ao 
cpGvaecGai Kavcov ovtov evi ueydpoiciv eusAAov, 
ei urj uoi av exacrca, 9sd, Kara uoipav eemec,. (13.383-86). Ibid. 
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like the mind of her father: changeful, variable, difficult to discern.148 The same nature that 

Odysseus protested was too hard for him to recognize he now seeks to align himself with. 

Recognizing Athena as his defender, Odysseus recognizes his divine privilege; he is the 

rightful ruler of Ithaca. He remembers the victory at Troy and calls upon Athena to imbue 

him with her power so that again he may enact her will, so that he may fulfill her purpose: 

But come, weave some plan by which I may requite them; and stand by my 
side yourself, and endue me with dauntless courage, as when we loosed the 
bright diadem of Troy. Would you but stand by my side, you of the flashing 
eyes, as eager as you were then, I would fight even against three hundred 
men, with you mighty goddess, if with a ready heart you would give me 
aid.149 ' 

Implicit in Odysseus' desire to defeat the suitors is more than a desire to be the vehicle of 

Athena's ufjnc;. As king of Ithaca, Odysseus is nourished by Zeus: wherever order is 

preserved, wherever the law is imposed, Zeus is present.150 For Odysseus to be restored as 

king is, therefore, for the authority of Zeus to be restored, it is to reveal Odysseus' kingship 

as the absolute sovereignty of the ultimate king. By uniting her divine mind with 

Odysseus' intellect, by weaving her mind together with his, Athena pours the divine light 

of Zeus into the cognitive sight of Odysseus. It is in Zeus' all-seeing and all-knowing of his 

universal kingdom that Odysseus may see clearly the many strange appearances, the 

suitors usurping his power, and unify these things under his knowing of his kingdom. The 

148 dAAote 5' dAAoioc, Znvoc, vooc, ouyioxoio, 
dpyaAeoc, 5' av5peaai KaraGvnToiai vofjaai. 
Hesiod. Works and Days. (483-84). 
149 dAA' aye ufjuv ucpnvov, oncoc, drtoTicouai autouc,: 
nap 5s uoi avxr\ ctfjOi, uevoc, noXvBapoec, eveioa, 
otov ore Tpoinc, Auousv Avrtapd vcprjSeuva. 
a'i KE uoi coc. ueuauia Ttapaorainc,, yAauKoam, 
KOCI Ke TpinKooioiaw eywv ccv5peoav uaxoiunv 
ouv aoi, Tioxva 6ed, oxe uoi npocppaac; enapnyovc;. (13.386-91). Murray. 
150 Walter Burkert, GreekReligion (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1985) p. 130. 
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desire for Athena's blessing has thus evolved into more than a wish for her to grant life to 

himself and Telemachus, Odysseus has been brought into accord with Athena's vision of his 

homecoming. In the same way Athena restored the clear-seen nature of Ithaca by the 

scattering the mist and ordering all things back to their rightful significance, Odysseus' 

must reestablish order in his kingdom by defeating the cruel and unjust suitors and 

restoring himself as god-fearing king. With his kingship he will make Ithaca into a likeness 

of the kingdom of Zeus, just as with his cunning he made himself into Athena's mortal 

likeness. 
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Chapter Six: Conclusion 

In Chapter Two we examined Stanford's observation that, in Homer, the conjunction O9poc 

fluctuates between temporal and final uses and, according to this double implication, 

Athena's mist-pouring functions as a temporary prerequisite for making Odysseus 

unrecognizable: i.e. for about him the goddess had poured a mist until/so that she might 

make him unrecognizable. We determined that while this logic is helpful to a degree, 

insofar as Stanford restricts avvworov to a purely passive significance, Athena's will is not 

realized in Odysseus' failure to recognize Ithaca and the goddess is ultimately denied the 

immediate fulfillment of her desire (ocppoc mv avxbv cryvcocTov). In Odysseus' exclamation, 

"Ah, me had you not goddess told me all..." the oversight of Stanford's view is confirmed. 

When Athena shows Ithaca to Odysseus and when she tells him the state of his kingdom, 

she makes him recognize the things which he previously could not. And as we have shown 

in our preceding chapters, the scale of Odysseus' unrecognizing extended beyond Ithaca 

and its trees and hills. Odysseus could not recognize the wise and just nature of the 

Phaeacians, he could not recognize himself as the returned ruler of his native land, and he 

could not recognize Athena. It follows, therefore, that for Athena to reveal her purpose for 

Odysseus' homecoming is for her to disperse the other-shapedness from Odysseus' 

knowing and make him re-cognize the true form of the dAAoeiSea appearing things. In 

light of the goddess' words, all things that appeared strangely to Odysseus are known as 

the same and are recognized: the Phaeacians are not other than they seemed, Odysseus is 

not lost on an other land, the shepherd boy is no other than Athena, and the mist that 

surrounded him is the goddess who prepares him for his homecoming. Knowing Athena's 

purpose, Odysseus is made to recognize of the temporal significance of this purpose. The 
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time of his unrecognizing was part of her whole plan. In the mind of the goddess, the 

temporal and purpose significance are not two separate moments; they are the same 

moment. In unison she issues them out of her desire: ocppoc mv OCUTOV ayvcooTov. 

Therefore, as Athena is active now in Odysseus recognizing, she was active then, in the 

time of his unrecognizing. 

Odysseus' response to Athena's confirms the fullness of her revelation. Odysseus 

looks back and he sees that Athena is the unrecognizable counterpart to all his 

unrecognizing. He recognizes her as the unrecognizable presence that facilitated his 

failure to recognize Ithaca and as that which will mediate his successful homecoming: 

"you yourself stand beside me , . . would you but stand by my side, you of the flashing 

eyes." The significance of the ocppoc has shifted from a temporal to a purpose usage, that is, 

having made Odysseus unrecognizing Athena will now make him unrecognizable. This 

shift, however, does not imply a sudden active participation of the goddess; Athena has not 

delayed her presence, she has been with Odysseus all along. Odysseus' longing for Athena's 

presence is his groaning for Ithaca transformed. Athena's cognitive power now is now the 

means by which Odysseus recognizes. It is the goddess herself who offers proof of his 

homecoming. No longer unrecognizing, Odysseus desires that which is hard to recognize. 

He now wishes to be surrounded by the presence that made him not to recognize his native 

land. It will be with the help of this same power that he will make Ithaca recognizable 

again. 

Athena answers Odysseus' request with a promise: "Most certainly I shall be with 

you, and will not forget you, when we are busied with this work.. ,"151 She then fulfills this 

151 Kori A.inv TOV eyw ye napeooouai, ou5e us Xr\oei<;7 
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promise by inviting him to satisfy her desire: "Come I will make you unknown to all 

mortals."152 The best of all mortals for cunning and tricks will now resemble the divine in 

mind and body. Reaching out, Athena touches Odysseus with her wand and just as when 

she poured the mist around him her will is effective immediately: 

The skin shrunk up, and wither'd at her hand; 
A swift old age o'er all his members spread; 
A sudden frost was sprinkled on his head; 
Nor longer in the heavy eye-ball shined 
The glance divine, forth-beaming from the mind, 
His robe, which spots indelible besmear, 
In rags dishonest flutters with the air: 
A stag's torn hide is lapp'd around his reins; 
A rugged staff his trembling hand sustains; 
And at his side a wretched scrip was hung, 
Wide-patch'd, and knotted to a twisted thong. 
So look'd the chief, so mov'd; to mortal eyes 
Object uncouth! A man of miseries!153 

Odysseus is once more made dyvcocTov. And again the adjective divides itself in 

two. By making Odysseus unrecognizable, Athena affects the whole of his kingdom: the 

ruler of Ithaca will appear strangely in the sight of all who know him: "For this, my hand 

shall wither every grace . . . Estrange thee from thy own; thy son, thy wife/From the 

loathed object every sight shall turn,/And the blind suitors their destruction scorn."154 

OTtnote KEV 5r| tauta TCEVCOUEGCX . . . (13.393-94). Murray. 
152dAA' aye c/ dyvcoorov reu^co TTCCVTEOOI (3poTotai. (13.397) Ibid. 
153 coc, apex uiv cpausvn pd(35co eneudaoat' 'A0f|vr|. 
KdpiJ;ev uev xpoa KOCAOV EVI yvauTttoiai ueAeaai, 
âvGdc, 5' £K KecpaAfjc, OAEOE tpvxac,, ducpl 5e 5epua 

navteaaiv ueAiecci TraAatou 6fJK£ yepovtoc,, 
Kvû coaev 5e oi oaae rtdpoc, nepwaXki' eovre: 
ducpi 5e uiv pdvcoc, aAAo KOCKOV (3dAev r|5e xvrtova, 
pooyaAea puTtocovta, K<XKCO usuopuyueva Kcnrvcp: 
ducpl 5e uiv ueya 5epua taxeiri^ '^ eAdcpoio, 
\JnA6v: 5COK£ M oi OKfiKTpov KOCI d£iK£a Krjpnv, 
TtUKvd pwycxAEnv: £v 5E atpocpoc; fjev dopTrjp (13.429-38) Pope, p. 221. 
154 Pope, p. 220. 
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This time Odysseus occupies the other side of an ayvcootov modification, no longer 

unrecognizing, he is unrecognizable. Like a god, he will "In secret walk unknown to mortal 

eyes."155 Odysseus will be the cognitive equivalent to the alpha that denies Telemachus, 

Penelope, his friends, his father, and the suitors their capacity to know him again; he will 

make them unrecognizing. But to those in whose eyes he appears alien, the time will come 

when he is known to be the same. Odysseus' true nature will be recognized like the 

revelation a god. The flashing-eyed goddess will bear the aegis, Zeus will thunder and the 

true nature of Ithaca will be made recognizable in the light of its true ruler.156 

In response to Aristophanes' alteration to line 190: "Pallas Athene . . . poured mist 

around, to make it unrecognizable to him," Dawe wrote that we must ask, "why Athene 

should wait to make the island unrecognizable, a peculiarly cruel thing for his patron 

goddess to do."157 As we have shown, there is no waiting Athena endures before effecting 

her will; there is no time prerequisite she must satisfy before initiating her presence into 

Odysseus' arrival on Ithaca. Nor should Athena' actions be classified as cruel or unjust; 

Odysseus himself overflows with thanksgiving for the goddess' work, both for what she has 

done and for what she will do. This is the problem with the commentaries we have 

examined: to overlook the active significance of ayvwoxoc, is to fail to see the way in which 

the goddess manifests herself at every point in Odysseus' homecoming; it is to deny the 

degree to which Athena's will is present both when Odysseus is unrecognizing and when he 

is unrecognizable. It is not to recognize the same to be present in the other, and see the 

Ibid. 
Cf. 24.516-48. 
Dawe In. 190. 
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strange shapes unified in the divine light of Athena's knowing. Odysseus has come farther 

than this. 

So when the two had thus taken counsel together, they parted; and 
thereupon the goddess went to splendid Lacedaemon to fetch the son of 
Odysseus.158 

In accordance with Athena's command, Odysseus in the guise of a beggar sets off to find 

the swineherd, Eumaeus. 

158 TOO y' COC, (3ouAeuaavre Svetuayev. f\ uev eneira 
ec, AaKeSaiuova Slav £$r\ ustd raxT5' '05ucfjo<;. (13.439-40). Murray. 
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